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THE THREAT TO ISRAEL IS SERIOUS

J

UNE 10TH 2007 |S THE 40TH

anniversary of the end of the Six
Day War. Arab armies had attacked
Israel, seeking yet again to eliminate the
Jewish state. In the space of a week,
they were defeated and Israel was left
on Jordanian, Egyptian and Syrian land.
The Jewish world could scarcely
believe the outcome. The image of the
Jew as peapetual victim had finally
been despatched and the liberal Jewish
theologian Eugene Borowitz discerned
God's guiding hand in history once
again.
Forty years on, British Jewry's
response to this historic event is muted

to say the least, and the community has
chosen to focus on Israel's 60th

amiversary in 2008. The change that
has taken place in forty years in how
we are perceived by the world and,
therefore, in how we perceive
ourselves is shattering.
Oxfam has just published a Briefmg
Paper entitled `A fair foreign policy can the UK do more to protect civilians
around the world?' The thrust of the
paper is that Robin Cook's ethical
foreign policy began well with a timely
and successful intervention in Sierra
Leone and a critically delayed but
ultimately correct intervention in
Bosnia. However, Iraq has been a
disaster and highlights the need for a
new foreign policy.
Oxfam argues that the lesson of Iraq
is not to be less active in trying to solve
the world's crises but to make better
decisions based on international law.
We should intervene militarily where
we can do so successfully but not
where we can't. The emphasis should
be on actively working to protect civilians. We should consistently challenge
violations of humanitarian law and
human rights; be more careful to
whom we sell arms; pick our allies
more carefully in a world where
America is in decline and China on
the rise; and strengthen multilateral
institutions.
The overriding theme, repeated
again and again, is to protect civilians.
The report is critical of British
support for Israel. In a separate Briefing Note, it details poverty in Palestine
and the human cost of the financial
boycott. In the report itself, it twice
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quotes a Lebanese olive farmer who
lost his olive trees in the second
Lebanon war; criticises Tony Blair's
American-British-Israeli alliance of
moderation against insurgents and

pariah governments; repeatedly berates
Britain for a lack of even handedness;
condemns Israel for its involvement in
the arms trade and accuses Israel of
being indifferent to Arab civilians.
One wonders why there isn't a single
reference to AI Quaida in the entire
report. There are references to
terrorism and the war against teITor but
no description or analysis of the
terrorists and their tactics. There is a
single reference to Iran with the
statement that Iran is a country where
armed intervention is not possible and
so "containment" is the only response.
Which leads to the following
conclusion. Oxfam is not an antiSemitic organisation. The authors of
the report are people of integrity. But
the difference in perspective and
perception is vast. Because Israeli
civilians are not poor; because Israeli
citizens are not the exploited victims
of the developed world; because Israel
is not powerless; because Israel is a

genuine democracy, the assumption
made by Oxfam and by so many
others is that there is no real threat to
Israeli civilians.

That is a potentially catastrophic
misjudgement.
It's a misjudgement that is underlined by Jewish experie-nce, experience
that teaches us to take threats to our
existence seriously. It is a misjudgement of profound and objective

proportions. No Israeli, no Jew can
afford to disbelieve the intentions of
Hamas, Hezbollah, Syria, Iran and AI

Quaida. It is utterly baffling that a
major aid agency can be carried away
by the notion that only the poverty
stricken and materially vulnerable and
only those caught up in the cruel power
struggles within undeveloped countries
need international protection.
What has changed since 1967? Israel
has found itself at the point where two
huge tectonic plates meet.
There is the western world, led by
America. American foreign policy
may be open to considerable criticism
but the fact is that more than 80% of

the world's Jews live in either Israel
or America and without the uncompromising and unequivocal support of
the United States, it is doubtful
whether Israel would have continued
to exist.

There is an Arab-led Muslim world,
conscious of 300 years of humiliation
by the West. In 1683 Ottoman amries
besieged Vienna but it has been
downhill all the way since then. Every
attempt to emulate Western success through economic policies, through

political structures - has failed. There
is no doubt that the majority of Israelis,
and probably the majority of
Palestinians, would settle for two states
living side by side. But the conflict
between east and west, the potent brew
of humiliation and radicalisation on the
one side and economic and cultlml
imperialism on the other - makes it so
difficult for ordinary citizens to reach
an accommodation.
Ih7hat is Israel to do? lwhatever much
of the world may think, it has to
continue to take the threat to its
existence seriously. Since 1967, the

rise of Islamism means that the danger
has increased not decreased.
But cynical and implacable as the
lslamists are, Israel also has to maintain a long-term vision and strate=rty-, as
well as well-conceived short-term
responses. For the sake of the future
and because it is right, Israel has to
maintain its commitment to democracy
and social justice, remaining scrxpnlous about humanitarian law and
human rights. Israel camot afford to
lower its guard for an instant but nei-

ther can it afford to waive the
recognition that it is only throuch the
economic development of the Palestinians, both within Israel and outside it
that the majority of civilians will gain
a vested interest in stability and peace
and find the will and courage to stand
up to the exponents of an evil and inhuman creed.
These are dark times but it is
essential to maintain hope. Hope that
on the 50th anniversary of the Six Day
Wartherewillberejoicingthataheroic
and famous victory on the bafflefield
finally led to a victory for Israeli and
Palestinian civilians, living within their
secure and prosperous states I
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can take the Jew out of the ghetto
TIIE OLD
but you
ADAGE
can't takeTHAT
the ghetto
YOU
out
of the Jew may still be true. Though
Jews have never had it so good in the
world as today they do not always seem
to feel it, let alone appreciate it.
Memories from the distant past and
experiences of recent times have shaped
our psyche, whether we acknowledge
it or not. One of the manifestations of
our neurosis is the way we relate to
Israel. The Jewish state was supposed
to bring an end to the ghetto, but bas it?
Irwin Cotler, Canada's former
Minister of Justice, a shining example
of a Jewish success story, believes that
anti-Semitism is still alive, albeit in a
different form. He sees the hostility to
Israel as its current incarnation. In his
understanding of contemporary events,
very little has changed. In the same
way that once individual Jews were
seen as pariahs among others so today
the Jewish state is viewed as a pariah
among nations. Survival as Jews was
the Jewish imperative then, survival of
the Jewish state has become the Jewish
imperative now.
In the same way as in the past Jews
had to stick together in order to survive,
so today, for the sake of our survival as
a people, all Jews must rally around
Israel, whether or not they agree with
the policies of a particular government.
The many ghettos of the diaspora have
mutated into one ghetto: the State of
Israel. In its defence, the'most common
Jewish response seems to be, `My
country right or wrong.' The policies
of many representative Jewish
organizations in Britain and elsewhere
in the diaspora reflect this mentality.
That irks the signatories to the
manifesto published last February in
Britain under the banner of
Independent Jewish Voices C[IV). T`n
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the spirit of ostensible post-ghetto
universalism they state that `those who
claim to speak on behalf of Jews in
Britaln and other countries consistently
put support for the policies of an
occupying power above the ht!man
rights of an occupied people.' Yet one
wonders whether the same signatories
are less in the ghetto than those whom
they oppose. In ages past, Jews who
wished to distance themselves from the
Jewish community, usually by
embracing Christianity, were really
saying to Gentiles, `We aren't like the
other Jews. We are really like you.'
And that, too, is a ghetto mentality. It
seems that the signatories of the IJV
declaration are saying something
similar couched in the human rights
language of our time.
They are not satisfied legitimately
to urge fellow Jews to rethink the
received wisdom of their leaders by
placing an ad, say in 7l¢e Jewz.s¢
Cfero7€z.c/e,

and

being

active

in

communal organizations to persuade
fellow Jews to desist from the folly
and injustice of blindly supporting
Israel. They obviously want a wider
audience. Neither 772e Gz/c}rc7z.cz7? nor

The Independent is a.A organ of the
Jewi'sh community. By advertising in
these publications, IJV seems to have
wished to alert non-Jewish readers that
the signatories should not be identified
with the Jewish community's
commitment to Israel. It has become
unfashionable to support Israel in the
literary, artistic and academic circles
in Britain in which the signatories mix.
They seem to be saying to their nonJewish colleagues and others that they
should not be tainted with the same
brush as most other Jews. Ironically,

therefore, their manifesto reads like a
modem manifestation of the old ghetto
mentality.
The text of the IJV declaration, as
far as it goes, is unexceptional. Human
rights and international law must be
upheld by all. Racism, whether
directed against Jews or Muslims, is
bad. As it tries to assure us that the
statement is not against the existence
of Israel, it repeats the meaningless
mantra that `Palestinians and Israelis
alike have the right to peaceful and
secure lives'. But what the declaration
lacks is any expression of czfec7i/czf

yz.srcze/, love of the Jewish people. It is
not the
statement of insiders.

Therefore, though the text may be
acceptable, the context is questionable.
Jacqueline Rose, one of the
signatories with a history of antiZionist polemics, addresses the
absence of commitment to the Jewish
people. Writing in 77zc G#czrc7z.cz73 on

February 8, she makes reference to the
accusation that Geshom Scholem, one
of the giants of Jewish scholarship of
his generation, made against Hannah
Arendt after the publication in 1963 of
ber Eichmann in Jerusalem. He said
that she lacked c!feczt;c7/ yz.srcze/, a love

that is unconditional even when it is
critical. Rose defends herself by citing
Arendt:
Arendt was dismayed that this great
people who had once believed in
God, and `believed in Him in such a
way that its love was greater than its
fear, was now only to believe in
itself. What good,' she asked, `can
come out of that?' Those who charge
us with self-hatred are asking for a
dangerous idealization that robs us
of all accountability.
Though self-hatred is not the charge
that should be brought against any of
the signatories, Jewish history offers
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In ages past, Jews who wished to distance themseives from the Jewish
communtry, usually by embracing Christianrty, were really saying to Gentiles ,
`We aren't like the other Jews. We are really like you. ' And that, too, is a

ghetto mentality. It seems that the signatories Of the IJV declaration are
saying something sinilar couched in the human rights language Of our time.
ample evidence that love of one's
people and love of God go together. Is
it really pure love of God surpassing
even the love of God's people that has

prompted Jacqueline Rose and the
others to issue their declaration? One
could understand, though not accept, if
it had come from anti-Zionist ultraOrthodox Jews, but it is difficult to
take it from those who signed the
declaration and especially from
Professor Rose.
Alvin Rosenfeld, in his hard-hitting
e;ssfry9ProgressiveJewishThoughtand

the New Anti-Semitism, witten before
the IJV declaration and published
under the auspices of the American
J'ewish Committee, singles out
Jacqueline Rose and her book, 7lfee
8#eszz.ore o/ a.o72. Though a detailed
discussion of the arguments is beyond
the scope of this article, his point about
czfeczi;cz/ yz.srcze/ is relevant:

Her overwrought rhetoric notwithstanding, nothing in her book
expresses any genuine concern for
the Jews as a people. In fact, Rose
exhibits only antipathy for the
collective identities of any kind and
most especially for ethnic or national
identities. Like other postmodemists, she finds the concept of the
`nation' suspect, and large, enveloping national ideas like Zionism
anathema.
There is nothing in the IJV text that
suggests that the other signatories
differ from Jacqueline Rose when it
comes to Zionism and Israel. In fact,

of Woolwich of Ho7eesf fo Goc7 fame,
described the Hebrew Prophets as

radicals - they would, as the word
indicates, go to the root of things. Their
love of the People of Israel was linked
to their love of the God of Israel. `They
would weep for Jerusalem even when
they proclaimed her doom.' Neither a
radical understanding of Judaism nor
tears for the burdens of modem Israel
can be found in the IJV declaration.
What can be found are echoes of
Tony Judt. Many journalists reporting
on the declaration have made the
connection. Judt is an outstanding
British born American Jewish
academic who in several articles has
challenged the viability, nay legitimacy,
of Israel as a Jewish state calling it an
anachronism and advocating a binational Arab-Jewish state. Those
behind the IJV document are likely to
concur as if, for example, Lebanon or
Cyprus were models, not warnings.
I am an Israeli citizen. I belong to
some of the organizations in Israel
listed by IJV as likeminded groups that
advocate human rights for Israelis and
Arabs. What these groups have in
common and what distinguishes them
from IJV is that virtually all are
comlnitted to the State of Israel and
imbued with love for the Jewish
people. Their voices are indeed
prophetic in that they weep for
Jerusalem even when they proclaim its
doom.
Benjamin Pogrund is an Israeli

expressed similar opinions. Dr
Emanuele Ottolenghi in 2lfee Jewz.sfe

peace activist with a distinguished
journalistic past as a fierce opponent of
apartheid in his native South Africa.
Nowadays he works with Yakar in
Jerusalem, one of the groups on the

those among them who have written
on the subject have, by and large,

C7zro;7z.c/e, on February 8, 2007 aptly

IJV list. Writing in 77ze G#czrdz.c772 on

remarks that `their self-righteous
posturing as the new Prophets of Israel
conceals the fact that they are out of
touch with the Jewish mainstream and
unaware of the prophets and their
approach to lsrael's neighbours.' He
finds that their only truly Jewish trait is
that `they kvetch' and concludes that
`that is hardly a contribution to Middle

February 10, 2007, he suggests that
Jews can be divided into three
categories when it comes to Israel:
`Some are so staunch in their support

East problems'.
The late Jon Robinson, the Bishop

It is difficult not to identify IJV with
the third category. Pogrund himself
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for Israel that they don't want any word
of criticism. Others support Israel but
believe that it is open to criticism and
this must be expressed. Others wish
Israel didn't exist.'

tells us that he belongs to the second:
My own view, for what it is worth,
is that - surprise, suxprise - Israel is
not a perfect society. Its faults need
to be publicized so that they can be
remedied, whether the harshness or
worse of the occupation of the West

Bank, or the discrimination suffered
by Israeli Arabs, or the treatment of
foreign workers, or the plight of the
poor, whether Jewish or Arab.
As a Jew he feels entitled to express
these views. Like most Israelis he is
really out of the ghetto, even if others
might want to keep him there. He
opposes ghetto-like separation walls
and, at the same time, abbors those
who try to look good in the eyes of
strangers.

I may be
somewhat less
emancipated, for I live only half the
year in Israel. That is why I express
critical views .about Israel almost
exclusively in Jewish circles. Thou.ch
the website of the Movement for
Reform Judaism carfues my reflections
and though very occasionally some
find their way into the general press in
Canada,theyareprimarilyintendedfor
internal use. I wish the IJV signatories
had done something similar. It would
have given them greater authority not
only among fellow-Jews but also,
perhaps,amongothers.Bybeingcritical
and loving at the same time they iTould
have helped us all to try to make keel
an even better place than it is.
In his remarkable memoir cam
tiistony , Five Germanys I Have ELon"3
Fritz Stem quotes Sir Isaiah Bedin:
`one knew one's loyalty if one could

feel ashamed of the action of a
nation's government.' It is another
way of combining unconditioml lot-e
with serious criticism. I see m}7self as
a loyal Israeli and thus comforfe.ble

with expressing shame about
government actions. That is il.hy I
cannot muster much sympatky- for the
IJV signatories I
DOW MARMUR j.s jtc!bbz. Emen-fro ®Lf ff®S`
Blossom Temple in Toronto. He divides k.is iinse
between Israel and Cc[:I'rada. His conmenls orp
current events in Israel can be fiouHd ozEi
www.reformjudaism.org.uk/Articles.

The last issue Of MAENAL (No.94)
caused disquict amongst several Of our readers.
They took excaption to the publicedon of
`A Woman is Beheaded in Sinai: the Shocking Facts Of

Israel's New Slave Trade' by Levi D Lauer and Yedida
Wolf;e. One reader in particular, Dents Vandervelde, also
took great excaption to the Editorial.
We invited Mr Vandervelde to write an article expressing his
views which is published below.
Readers Of TMAENNAL are encouraged to respond.

Lctters will be published in the ne)ct issue of MJENA.

I PROTEST
Agned::e:LET.:i;t:he::?e:rT::
Zionism, I was outraged at the antiIsrael attitudes endorsed by the last
issue of hdr4NNA.
The Editorial page provides a
sensible starting point. I make no claim
to Refoml orthodoxy, if there is such a
concept, but I find it difficult to
understand how any Jew can disregard
the many Biblical references to Ere/z
Jsrczc/ being the eternal home of the
Jewish people. But according to our
rabbinical editor, it just `spells out the
danger of theocracies'. With respect,
unless it means that the land is
exclusively for Jews, which is not even
the fundamentalist view, it does
nothing of the sort.
The article continues to distance the
writer from `the argument that Jews
and Israel have enough enemies,
without Jews giving comfort to those
who seek to undermine us.' But he
goes on to demonstrate how important
that argument is, by quoting the paucity
of Jews in the world and the multitude
of their sworn enemies. Perhaps he is
just confused by his liberal attitude to
lsrael's foes, fearing to denounce Jewhaters.
Unfortunately, his choice of leading
article shows where this liberalism can
take us. There is no reason why a
Jewish journal should not cover serious
criminal problems which affect most
countries, including Israel. But to make

4

Denis VandeIvelde
it the lead story, under the screaming
headline, `A Woman is Beheaded in
Sinai, the shocking facts of Israel's
new slave Trade', is outrageous. Of
course trafficking in women's bodies
is a vile trade, but to shriek that this is
especially Israel's problem, when it is
prevalent in the UK, and far more so in
the Arab world, is unnecessarily
provocative and a boon to Israel's
demonizers. Will we see, `Reform
Jews' leading rabbi devotes three pages
to Israel's women sex-slaves'?
The` Israeli government is no more

responsible for sex traffic than the
British or American, but seems to be
showing rather more concern than
either. And should not someone have
noted that the Sinai desert is Egyptian?
It might also have been more honest to
indicate the extent to which the villains
are, thankfully, mostly not Jewish. But
perhaps a headline such as, `Bedouin
trafficking in women and beheading
them' might not be politically correct
for a liberal jounal ?
There is no reason why our editor
should not have chosen a more
balanced and positive view of Israel,
reserving his horror story for a brief
mention. There are aspects of Israel
that most of us find not just heartwarming, but encouraging. For

instance, the extent to which Jewish,
Christian and Moslem doctors and
nurses work together in Israeli
hospitals, healing patients who, not
infrequently, are Arab terrorists with a
faulty grasp of explosives technology.
There are many fields where Israel
is indeed `A Light unto the Nations',
as we all need to be reminded. The
amazing advances pioneered by this
tiny nation - in medicine, in
horticulture, in the generation of
power, in communications technology,
even in security.
How about drawing the contrast
between the containlnent of terrorism
in Iraq and Israel? Four years ago, both
countries were descending into chaos,
with around fifty deaths a month in
each. In Iraq, the Anglo-American
solution has been blanket assaults on
supposed terrorist strongholds, shootto-kill operations in city streets, and
blunders galore, sometimes resulting
in death by `friendly fire'.
In Israel, the effort went into

perimeter security, the barrier/fence
wbich killed nobody; targeted killings
of self-proclaimed members of terrorist
gangs; the discreet encouragement of
Palestinians to provide infomlation on
those who were making their lives hell;
and a perceived fairness to those who
were not mired in violence. So the
population at large know that a
grievance can be taken to an Israeli
court which often agrees their claims;
prisons holding captured terrorists are
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regularly inspected by the Red Cross
and give access to visiting relatives;
and a freedom for Arab M.K.s to
denounce government policy, even
security policy, with impunity. Sir
Oswald Mosley, eat your heart out.
The difference between the two
countries could hardly be greater. And
the result? In Iraq, the fifty irmocent
deaths a month have risen to between
800 and 1000. In Israel they have

dropped to a ha.lf-dozen, at most. Is
that not a story worth publishing in
A4:4NIV4 especially as it seems not to
have been noticed elsewhere?
And how about the relative success
of Israel's arms export industry,
anathema to most of the big spender
countries? It has never needed to adopt
the Levantine corruption which has
characterized Britain's B.A.E., even if
it could afford bribery on that scale.
Israel's present government is
indeed colTupt in part, as you charge,
and incompetent, though it would be
na.1.ve to call it more so than Mr. Blair' s,
which coincidentally had the same

The Israeli government
is no more responsible
f;or sex trcffic than the
British or American,
but seems to be.

showing rather more
concern than either.
Ayid should not

someone have noted
that the Sinai desert is
Egyptian? It wighi also
have been more honest
to indicate the extent
to which the villains
are, thandrfully, mostly
not Jewish. But
perhaps a headline
such as, `Bedouln
troif fiiicking in women

level of support as Mr. 0lmert's
present 22 per cent at the last General
Election, but much less now.
No one would deny that both
governments have made some dreadful
miscalculations. The UK will be
fortunate if mad cow disease and the
Olympic Games fiasco prove to be its
worst. But the Rabin assassination as a
missed Israeli opportunity? Think how
many missed opportunities the
Americans must have had, with their
tradition of political killings. But you
could have argued, I suppose, that the
spate of vicious attacks by Arab on
Arab in unoccupied Gaza is the fault of
Israel, for depriving them of their
preferred target: defenceless Jews.
So what is it, exactly, that you

in the region, aming and training the
more amenable to engage in a war of
attrition against Israel, which the
Iranians can convert to an all-out attack
when they are ready. So what can Israel

advocate? `Some policy which . . . will

do?

bring about a peace based on justice
and security for Israelis and
Palestinians alike.' If only Mr.
Chamberlain could have found a
`policy of justice and security for

Firstly, pay more attention to
securing the loyalty of its 20 per cent
of Arab citizens. Not by giving their
elected leaders licence to demonize the
state, demand the deJudaisation of the
country, or freedom to fraternize with
Israel's enemies. Rather, tb impose
sensible restrictions on all undesirable
activities, including building unlicensed
housing, regardless of ethnicity. Then
publicly question the population in
such overwhelmingly Arab areas as
Rafah, for instance, whether they
would like their homes and civil rights
transferred to the Palestine Authority,
with its well-known friendly police,

Aryans and Jews alike'. I presume that
this is the spirit in which Alyth has
invited London Mayor Mr Livingstone
to explain why, as putative frczpos in
the concentration camps, Jews are not
fit to have a National Home.
It is unpalatable, but no less true,
that there is no Arab or Moslem leader
who would not welcome the
destruction of Israel. It is undeniable
that every Israeli measure to concede
territory has been seen as weakness
and an invitation to demand more. It is
beyond doubt that Iran is actively
fomenting dissent amongst all Arabs
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and beheading them'
mighi not be politically
correct f;or a liberal
journal ?

generous pensions and impeccable
legal system. And then publicize the
response worldwide.
Secondly, in dealing with external

enemies, make sure that every carrot is
seen as shadowed by a stick. Israel's
multiplicity of foes could be tuned to
advantage, if the weak were targeted
fist, pour encourager les outres. AI
present, the weakest are the Gazan
rabble. Israel would do no harm to its
image and benefit its self esteem if it
made an offer to `the good people of
Gaza':
`Release Corporal Shallit in good

health to the MDA or the Red Cross,
and cease firing rockets and missiles
into Israel in the next forty-eight hours,
and we will offer you practical
assistance in state-building. We will
release more of the withheld taxes,
grant extra permits to work in Israel,
offer you facilities to sell produce in
Israel and beyond, and assist you in
rebuilding the fruit fams which were
developed by Jewish pioneers.
`But failure to meet this proposal
would mean that we have no choice
but to treat you as our enemy. For the
next three months we will cut work
quotas; restrict electricity and water
supplies from Israel to a couple of
hours a day; and resume targeted
attacks on terrorists. After three
months, if you have still not complied,
we shall declare a twelve kilometre
strip of Gaza, between us, a Free-Fire
zone. For ten weeks we shall bomb and
shell it, to ensure that it cannot support
teITorist operations. You are being
given notice now, to ensure that all
civilians are deployed to other areas
for those ten weeks.'
Whatever the Gazan reaction, others
will take notice. Hezbollah, which has
made no secret of its determination to
resume its assault on Israel when it has

sufficient weaponry and trained
`martyrs', will have second thouchts

when the people of their bent.cited
country realize what awaits them The
President of Iran is likely to be quietly
replaced by ayatollahs who realize that
playing the Israel card is umecessarily
foolish, when bribery in the Sumi Arab
states will be far cheaper. Egypt and
Syria will probably decide, 1iEe the
Russians facing Mr Reagan, that the
price is too high.

And `the majority of the mainstream
ofBritishJewry'?Isuspecttheyirould
agree that a strong and determined
Israel facing a weakened PLO is mtich
preferable to a strong and determined
PLO confronting a weakened Israel H
DENIS VANDERVELDE waf a 77za7zngiizzre::±
consultant who directed business managanard
courses for senior Officers in H.h[. +±n[if!d
Forces until he took early redre:ment. He tizanr
writes as a freelance commentcilor on lfiddle
Eastern af f dirs.
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Tetragrammatont. Their overly literal
reading is the product of the magical
way in which they viewed the power of
names and naming. When the verse is
read in its fuller context, the Plaut
translation gives the best sense: Do not
worship the Eternal your God in like
manner, i.e. according to the idolatrous

practices of the day. Thus, the very
basis for the prohibition would seem to
be undermined.'
It seems, then, that the prohibition
was a response to either a magical
understanding of the power of names
or was a custom designed to accentuate
holiness or reverence of God, and that
the rabbinic understanding of that
prohibition was based on a deliberately
nuanced reading of the biblical text.
As the custom developed, the question
of what was classed as frz.fyez. froc7esfe

STOP BURYING

BOOKS
Neil Amswych

W

ITH TIH GLOBAL CLIMATE
changing at a catastrophic
rate, we are now forced to
make difflcult decisions in order to
ensure any kind of future for ourselves
and for those who come after us. Our
way of life in relation to the planet has
to alter, but what effect will that have
on our Judaism? Do we have to consider
changing long-established practices for
the common good or are some Jewish

practices so essential that they cannot
be adapted, regardless of the effects?
The pending environmental and thus
humanitarian disaster asks serious
boundary questions of our practice,

perhaps none more so than about
recycling sacred texts.
The Talmud indicates (Shabbat
115a) that `all sacred texts must be

saved from a fire, whether we read
them or not, and even if they are
written in another language they must
be hidden'. Further down the same
page of Talmud, Rabban Gamaliel
indicates that `they must be put in a
neglected place to decay of their own
accord'. It is from here, and similar
sources, that we` lean that sacred texts
are traditionally placed in a Genizali -

hiding place - or are buried with a
deceased member of the community so
that they can decay naturally.
Why was such a custom deemed
necessary? Rabbi Deborah KahnHaITis suggests that it `is meant to
imply that we should honour those
letters, consider them holy. In the past,

burying them might well have been a
good way to show them that
reverence.' Similarly, Rabbi Roderick
Young, who until recently had a file
marked `Genizah' in his office which
he filled with `used' sacred texts
writes: `The habit of ge7zz.zczfr is a

beautiful metaphor for the idea that the
essence of God should not be taken
lightly or demeaned in any way.'
The source text for the custom of

preserving kitvei kodesh - sacred
writings - was said to be Deuteronomy
12:3-4, which states `...cut down the

images of their gods, obliterating their
name from that site. Do not do thus
/feez.72/ with the Eternal One your
God. . . ' Rabbi Janet Burden asks, `But
how should one understand ``thus"?
Tbe rabbis took it to refer to the last

part of the preceding verse, inferring
that we should never wipe out the

also became debated. Rabbi Chain
Weiner explains: `There is a biblical
prohibition against purposefully
erasing one of the seven names of God2
and this prohibition has extended over
time. Now, the custom is to bury any
religious book, such as the Mishnah or
Talmud, whether it contains God's
name or not. Some people bury any
book in the Hebrew language. Most
Jewish communities maintain a
Genizah - a place for burying religious
books. The ancient Genizah of Cairo,
opened by Solomon Schechter at the
beginning of last century, gave a
tremendous boost to our understanding
of Jewish life in the Middle Ages.'
It is without doubt tine that the act
of `storing' Jewish texts in a Genizah,
even those which did not contain any
Divine names, has furnished a wealth
of material for understanding Jewish
life hundreds of years ago. Yet this
need not necessarily be an argument
against recycling texts - one could save
a text or two in a special place for
perpetuity and recycle the rest. In this
way, both history and the planet would
be served.
Rabbi Dr Charles Middleburgh adds,
`8ofee/ef (Ecclesiastes) reminded us

that ``of the making of many books
there is no end" [12.12] and it seems

self-evident to me that if old books can
be reborn as new books this makes a
lot of sense. I fully appreciate the
tradition of placing books in a Genizah,
or burying them, out of respect for the
divine name that many of them contain.
But in a world that is dominated by
concern about climate change, and
aware as we are of the role that forests
have
to
play
in
preserving
environmental equilibrium, it seems
equally self-evident to me that if we
can recycle old books to make paper
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In a world that is
doryinated by coricerm

about climate change,
and aware as we are
Of the role that f;orests

have to play in
preserving
enwirorunental
equilibrinm, it seems
equally self :evident
to me that if we can
recycle old books
to make paper f;or
new ones rather
than chopping down
trees to make new

paper, we should
do just that.
for new ones rather than chopping
down trees to make new paper, we
should do just that. Our tradition
teaches that God granted us
stewardship of the earth, and in 2007
every right thinking person knows how
singularly we have failed to live up to
that charge. Recycling unusable
religious texts is one of the very least
things we can do.'
The idea of recycling sacred texts
evokes an emotional response. Rabbi
Burden explains that `many react
viscerally to the idea, apparently
assuming that the act of erasing the
Divine Name would invariably be
tantamount to the denial of God. But
can we compare what happens in the
process of recycling to a wilful
desecration? I don't think so. In her
responsum -Tn Enwironment in Jewish
I,c"/ (ed. Walter Jacob and Moshe
Zemer, 2003), Lynn Bry points out that

the erasure of the Divine Name in the
recycling process is by gerczmcz,

indirect action by a machine. It is hard
for me to see this act as an affront to
God. Surely a greater profanation
would be to ignore the moral
imperative to preserve and use wisely
the gifts of creation.' Rabbi Young
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agrees - `1 fear that I may be mocking
God, if I care enough to bury God's
name in a Genizah, but I don't care
enough to make the sacrifices that will
safeguard God's world.'
The text referred to by Rabbi Burden
is an important respo7?sz/772 about this

topic. Bry's article refers to instances
of accepted indirect and even direct
erasure. The most famous example of
indirect erasure is quoted in Shabbat
120b, in which an individual who has
the Divine Name written on their skin
may bathe to the poin.t that the Name is
removed, but may not actively scrub it
off. But the examples of direct erasure
are more startling. The first is the case
of the Sotah (Nun. 5:12-32) in which
the Divine Name is written on a
parchment which is soaked and thus
destroyed. This process of direct
erasure is accepted, according to the
Midrash, because `the erasure may

produce peace between husband and
wife' (NumR 11). More important for
this discussion, though, is the second
example quoted, from Sukkah 53, as
Bry describes, `When David dug
foundations,
water
arose
and
threatened to wash them away, so he
asked if anyone knew whether it was

permitted to write the name of God on
a potsherd and throw it into the depths
to stop the water. Ahitophel eventually
reasoned that if it were permissible in
the case of the Sotah in order to bring
about peace between husband and wife,
then it would surely be permissible in
order to make peace for the world.'
What we know today is that the
waters are rising as a result of our
negligence. We also know that as the
waters rise, peace between buman
beings is threatened. Lives are already
being lost and will continue to be lost
over the next few hundred years as a
resultofourenvironmentalnegligence.
We know, though, that any possible
preventive action by ourselves will not
be as significant as that of Ahitophel,
so is such an erasure permitted only
when the effect of that action is
immediately apparent? One could
easily argue that this is not the case,
since the Mishnah in Sotah tells us that
while the suspected adulteress may
drink, her good deeds may hold the
punishment at bay for years. In other
words, one can destroy God's Name
for what is perceived to be the sake of
the common good even if the results of
that action are not immediately visible.
Does this mean that we can recycle
any Jewish text? Rabbi Weiner says
not, and suggests a two-fold response.
`Books that contain God's name, such
as a sz.dda/r or c¢3/773c7s¢ should be

buried in the traditional manner.
However, books and photocopies of a
religious nature that do not contain
God's name should be recycled in a
respectful manner. As they do not
contain God's name the original
prohibition does not apply to them.
Also, there is a principle in Jewish law
that says that if an item was used for a
mitzvah, it should be reused for another
mitzvch, rather than being thrown away.
For example, Succah decorations were
traditionally used as gifts for the poor.
Since recycling paper has many
environmental benefits, reusing the
religious books in this way is the best
way to dispose of them.'
Otherswouldholdthatthisrecycling
of mitzvoth would extend even to texts
with Divine names inside. Rabbi
Young writes, `Slowly I have tried to
become aware of those things that I
can personally do to improve our
environment. It now seems to me that
the recycling of ge#z.zczfe material
makes more sense in a world of endless
consumption.

Yes,

the

ge73z.zajz

materials are buried and return to the
earth. But a recycled sz.dJz/r maybecome another book. A shelf-full of
recycled sz.cJ#2!rz.77? may leave a tree

standing. And since God's essence is

universal, I hardly think that God will
mind sending the Ineffable Name out
into the world in a different form, if we
do this with the best intentions.'
There have in the past also been
many discussions about the nature of
the text itself -was the original prohibition against the destruction of a
meticulously written parchment as
opposed to a printed bock or e`-en a
photocopied sheet? One should also
consider the nature of the outcome of
any potential recycling process. The
Talmud rhetorically asks, `Should a
vessel that was used for holy be used
for everyday?' (Bczvcz A4leJzz-a 84b),

suggesting that everyday items .do not
have an intrinsic level of holiness.
Certainly, some of our texts aschbe
differing levels of holiness to diffring
items, such as can be witnessed in
Mishnah Megillah 3:1. But Rabbi
Kahn-Harris sees holiness in our world
differently, and relates her understanding of this mitzvah accordingly-3
indicating that we can put the Hebrew
letters `to the purpose for w-hick they
were created. We can use old Heblew
printed matter to create new maffer new books, new magazines, new Hemspapers and, yes, even new kitchen roll.
Hebrew letters were always meant to
be joined together to create words; the
words that created the world and,
contirmed on next pfzge
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hence, reality as we know it. Through
the reverential act of reeycling we can
ensure that Hebrew letters continue the
act of creation to which they have
always been intended. '
Our response to this question is
therefore not only based in our
emotional responses to our texts as
well as in the concept of environmental
catastrophe and in the holiness of our
texts, but also in our own personal
theology. If we ascribe a power
uniquely
Divine
names
thentexts
we
•might
be to
more
inclined
to bury

with those names in them. If we ascribe
a power or holiness to everything in
creation, then we might be more
inclined to recycle texts as being part
of a continual expression of Divinity
made evident in our world.
Despite the Talmud's rhetorical
question above, it is clear from
Megillah 26b/27a that a holy object
can be used for a purpose of less
apparent holiness when unusable scroll
coverings are used for making burial
shrouds. If .this were to be in any way
equatable with recycling Jewish texts,
then, as Rabbi Middleburgh said
earlier, those texts, too, would have to
be unusable. We cannot simply echo
our modem-day society which permits
us to discard something we no longer
use, as doing so would not encourage
us to use fewer resources in the first
place. Instead, we should only consider
disposal or recycling once the potential
for any future use has completely
disappeared. `Regardless of whether
they are read or not,' (Shabbat 115a,
above) it is the condition of the text

that should determine what we can do
with it, not our lack of willingness to

The reality is that if
we continue to insist
on standing
alongside graves
burying our papers
cnd, books and
photocopies , it will
not be long bof;ore,
as Chiof Seattle Of
the Duwcunish is

raported to have
said, " ...you will

one highi surf focate
in your own
waste,,.,
use it as we currently find it. As Rabbi
Weiner writes, `thinking about how we
dispose of things should make us
question how many things need to be
manufactured in the first place.'
Looking in our Halachic sources for
justifying arguments for or against

recycling texts may be a traditional
method of discourse, but is not
favoured by all in this matter. Rabbi
Kahn-Harris believes that `you can
choose any Halachic means you like to
aITive at that end - the principle of
Z7c7cz/ fczs¢cfez.I, do not willingly destroy,

for example - but that is just a
hermeneutic game. The reality is that if
we continue to insist on standing
alongside graves burying our papers
and books and photocopies, it will not
be long before, as Chief Seattle of the
Duwamish is reported to have said,
``. . .you will one night suffocate in your
own waste".'
The many possible responses to this
issue demonstrate its complexity. One
might focus on what is being preserved

-the Name - or on what is being saved
- at least the trees, at most the Earth.
Similarly, one could use Halachic
dialogue, emotional intuition or could
simply appeal to common sense. One
argument often overlooked is pz.ke¢czch

7€e/esfe - the injunction of saving lives
which overrides every other Halachic
principle and is also emotionally
intuitive and basic common sense. If
we hold that the long-term benefits of
recycling equate to pz.fefcrch 73e/esfe in

that it would help, even in small part,
to reduce the risks of climaticallyinduced famine, flood and similar
causes of death and destruction, then
we have one powerful argument for
recycling texts which unites logic and
emotion and which does not deny the
long-standing prohibition against
erasing the Divine Name - it merely
overrides it, based on the more urgent
need to save life. With this in mind, if
an individual or community were to
engage in recycling unusable sacred
texts, it would seem appropriate to
view this act as a mitzvah, and
therefore to accompany it with a
blessing, for wliich we recommend:
Baruch atah adonai, eloheinu
melech ha'olam, asher mechadeish
b 'chol yom tc[mid ma'asei vereishit
Blessed are You, our Eternal God,
Guardian of the world, Who renews
the work of creation day by day I
t The four-letter name of God, nowadays
pronounced as `Adonai'
2 In transliteration, these are YHVH,

ADONAI, EL, ELOHIM, ELOHElffiLOHA,
SHADDAI, TSEVAOT

RABBI NEIL AMSWYCH !.s c7 grcrdzfcz/e o/Sf
Andrews
University,
where
he
read
Astrophysics, and of Leo Baeck College. He is
Rabbi Of Bournemouth Reform Synagogue and

the founder of IDEA - 1nterfaith Dorset
Education and Action, a networlc whose primary
focus is the environment.
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QUHEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to
form the Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and
surveyors all practising their professions, all anxious to serve
their clients and to maintain the high standards which have
come to be associated with this well-preserved, dignified part
of Georgian London. We have practised here since 1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and
the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting
the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.
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VOICE
BEFORE

DAWN
Tony Bayfield
Rabbi Tory Bayfield was
asked by the BBC to write and
broadcast the early morming
Prayer fior the Day on Radio 4,
fior a week beginning on
Holocaust Memorial Day,
Saturday 27th Januurry 2007.

What emerged was a series
Of six briof scripts which tacue
a range Of themes relating to
the Shoah and fa[ith.

SATURDAY 27TH-JANUARY 2007

aloLOcAusT REMORIAL DAy)

I

T' S A COLD, BLACK JANUARY
moming. A time of terror. I shall not

be sparing.
Elie Wiesel was born in a little
Jewish village in Hungary called
Sighet in 1928. In 1944 he was sent to
the Nazi concentration camp at
Auschwitz, Poland. IVz.gAf is his

account of this descent into bell and if
you only ever read one account of what
Jews call the Sboah, this should be it.

Returning from a day's brutal
labour, Wiesel witnesses the hanging
of two men and a child. The men die
quickly but the child lingers, writhing
in agony for half an hour. Wiesel
wrote: `He was still alive when I passed
him. His tongue was still red, his eyes
not yet extinguished. Behind me, I
heard a man asking: "For God's sake,
where is God?" And from within me, I
heard a voice answer: "Where is he?
This is where - hanging here from this
gallows". That night, the soup tasted of
corpses.'

Wiesel's revelation was not a
Christian conversion but a shared
Jewish/Christian understanding of the
impotence of God in the face of human
evil. In the hell we create for ourselves,
there is no miraculous intervention, no
singling out of special individuals for
mercy and salvation.
Look around. This is what we have
done. This is what we do. Again and
again - gleefully, righteously killing in
the name of Belief or cynically,
callously murdering in the name of No
Belief.
God writhes on the gallows. Weeps

tears of anguish. Howls in anger. Stares
accusingly at us.
Dear God, so much soup tastes of
corpses these days. Your tears, your
howls, your unblinking stare. I shake
and tremble in terror. Terror at the
knowledge of our responsibility and
our failure.
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MONDAY 29T[] JANUARY 2007
moming. Elie Wiesel was a child

IT' S
ofA
sixteen,
COLD,
a boy
BLACK
already
JANUARY
chosen for
a life of study dedicated to God. On his
first night in the Auschwitz
concentration camp he saw rings of
black smoke unfurl in the sky, smoke
from the furnaces into which his little
sister and his mother had been thrown.
He wrote:
Never shall I forget that night, the
first ni.ght in the camp, that tuned my
life into one long night seven times
sealed.

Never shall I forget that smoke.
Never sball I forget the small faces of
the children whose bodies I saw
transformed into smoke under a silent
sky.
Never shall I forget those flames that
consumed my faith forever.
Never shall I forget the nocturnal
silence that deprived me for all
eternity of the desire to live.
Never shall I forget those moments

that murdered my God and my soul
and tuned my dreams to ashes.

•Never shall I forget those things, even

were I condemned to live as long as
God Himself.
Never.
Wiesel went on to whte some of the
greatest religious literature of the
second half of the twentieth century.
Literature full of mysticism, alnbiguity
and righteous anger. He was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize, though the
Nobel Prize for literature might have
been just as appropriate. For he
identified in his writing the arena of
faith in our times.
Inscrutable God, why have you

created a world in which human
beings can do such terrible things to
human beings? Why?
Whyever You are, help us to respond
to the anger and impotence we feel
when we confront ourselves.
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TUESDAY 30TH JANUARY 2007

S;iEe%8:ht¥::b:??:pSe=¥:S:H:
Austrian culture. He was a gentle, nonpolitical humanist who took no part in
Jewish communal life but became
increasingly
distressed
at
the
brutalization he saw around him.
He became prey to increasing
pessimism.
He wrote: `What was most tragic in
this Jewish tragedy of the twentieth
century was that those who suffered it
knew that it was pointless and that they
were guiltless. Their forefathers and
ancestors of medieval times had at least
known what they suffered for; for their
belief, for their law. They had still
possessed a talisman of the soul which
today's generation had long since lost,
the inviolable faith in their God. Only
now, they were swept up like dirt in the
streets and heaped together, the
bankers fi.om their Berlin palaces and
sextons from the synagogues of
orthodox
congregations,
the
philosophy professors from Paris and
Rumanian cabbies, the undertaker's
helpers and Nobel prize winners ,...
the haves and the have-nots, the great
and the small.'
Zweig went on to write: `Why this
fate for them? What was the reason,
the sense, the aim of this senseless
persecution? Why I? Why you? How
do you and I who do not know each
other, who speak different languages,
whose thinking takes different forms
and who have nothing in common,
happen to be here together? Why any
of us? And none could answer.'
In 1942 Stefan Zweig committed
suicide in a little town outside Rio de
Janeiro.
Dear God, guard us from despair.
Help us to discover who we are and
find meaning and pulpose in our life.
Even if our deaths are senseless.

lvHDNESDAY 31ST JANUARY 2007
T'S A COLD, BLACK JANUARY
moming. Leo Baeck was a German
born rabbi, a great theologian and
writer. You could say that he was the
last flowering of the German Jewish

I

philosophical tradition. Baeck, a
Reform rabbi like me, was elected

President of the representative body of
German Jewry in 1933.
He had a number of opportunities to
leave Germany. Indeed, on one
occasion he escorted a group of Jewish
children to safety in England but then
insisted on going back to his
community. In 1943, he was sen.t to
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Theresienstadt concentration camp in
Czechoslovakia and only survived
being sent on to his death in Auschwitz
because the Gemans mistook him for
another Rabbi Baeck.
Baeck drew people to him in the
camp and he reached out to them. He
comforted and supported. One inmate
said: `He never withdrew from the
camp, but it did not seem to exist near
him; none of its filth could touch him. '
Even though he was made, at the age
of seventy, to push the refuse cart. He
comforted and, characteristically for a
rabbi, he taught. He taught Plato and
Kant; he taught history - Thucydides
and Herodotus; he taught the highest
achievements of western civilization.
In a lecture that has survived, he wrote:
`True history is the history of the spirit,

weeks ago I officiated at her wedding
in a synagogue in London to my son.
Her father said, `1 never dreamt in a
million years that my daughter would
many in a synagogue.'
One towering Jewish theologian and
philosopher called Emil Fackenheim
talks of a commanding Voice at
Auschwitz. The command, he
suggests, is not to give Hitler a
posthumous victory.

the human spirit, which may at times
seem powerless but ultimately is yet
superior and survives and [must never]
cease.' Baeck taught that maintaining
humanity in the face of irresistible
forces is the ultimate divine
imperative. His was spiritual resistance
of the highest order.
Dear God, help me to maintain my
humanity and integrity in the face of
the small evils and telTors which are
part of every day life.

Ielen Bamber
was once a
N)T LONG
AGO Iwho
LISTENED

THURSDAY IST FEBRUARY 2007
GOLD s CHEIDER FAr\AIIjy
just one of countless Jewish
ilies. Twenty-four of them

Nobel Peace Prize, Wiesel said: `1

TE

lived in Pilsen in Czechoslovakia before
the Second World War. If you go to the
Pinkas Synagogue in Prague, you will
find twenty-two Goldscheiders listed on
the walls of the synagogue, along with

the other eighty thousand murdered
Jews of Bohemia and Moravia.
Just two brothers, Franticek and
Honza survived. Franticek went back
to Prague and made a life for himself
under what tuned out to be a vicious
and repressive Communist regime. He
married and had a son called Alexander
Sacha.

Sacha was one of two hundred
children born to Jewish survivors in
Prague. Their parents scarcely spoke
to them about their traumatic
experiences. The Communists forbad
the continuation of Jewish life. There
was no synagogue. Many of the
children came to know each other and
maintained surreptitious contact but
they knew little about who they were,
about the silence, about the danger,
about the reasons for the suppression.
Sacha himself married, had a son
and a daughter and finally sought
asylum in Britain. His daughter
decided to find out who she is and six

Lisa heard.

Dear God, how do I ensure that the
purveyors of hatred and the
perpetrators of evil across the world
are not allowed posthumous victories?

FRIDAY 2ND FEBRUARY 2007

o a remarkable woman called

member of the Committee for the Care
of Children from the Concentration
Camps, became a consultant to the
Family Trauma Centre in Belfast and
founded the Medical Foundation for the
Care of Victims of Torture. She said
simply and eloquently that sbe Lad
learned that one must never, ever
remain a bystander.
That took me back to Elie Wiesel,
survivor of Auschwitz, author and
human-rights activist. On receiving the

swore never to be silent wherever
human beings endure suffering and
humiliation. We must take sides.
Neutrality helps the oppressor, never
the victim. Silence encourages the
tormentor, never the tormented.
Sometimes we must interfere. ivtien
human lives are endangeredO when
hulnan dignity is in jeopardy, national
borders and sensitivities become
irrelevant.'
I am convinced that is the testinony
that we must all give. It applied to
Rwanda. It applied as we stood by and

watched Muslims and others
massacred in the former YugosfarizL I
am sure that we have failed our fellow
human beings in Zimbabwe and again
in Darfur. But I am shaken to the core
by Iraq. What should we have doBe?
What should we be doing? For the
gassed. For the tortured. For the
persecuted. For the enslaved.

Dear God, we have leaned qLenin
and again that the good only need to
stand by and do nothing for evil to
consume humanity. But how do we
intervene to save the innocent? W7ha€ is

it that we must do to put an end to their
persecution and suffering? I
RABBI DR TONY BAYFIELD z.s jJeed®jrfetg
Movement for Roform Judaism and EdiloT Of
MANNA
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Chiof Rabbi Sir Jonathan Sacks

PICTURES

THAT
TELL

MORE
THAN
ONE
STORY
Moshe Lavee
On the llth January 2007, the Jewish
Chronicle published the following andcle
entitled What do these rabbis' portraits
really say? by Jerml Frazier:
Photographer Don Mccullin is best
known for his pictures Of war. But for his
latest project, he has laid down his helmet
and foak jacket for a commission from the
National Portrait Gallery, Faith and the
Church, in which he has turned his camera
and his penetrating gaze on religious
leaders.
The Chiof Rabbi, Sir Jonathan Sacks,
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Rabbi Dr Tory Bayf iield
Hamedrash at St Joha's Wood shul: all the

books behind hin inply learn:ing and indirectly - that the Chief is the cJwner Of
millennia of scholarship. It is very
irxportant that he is facing direcky towards
the camera: he understands that you either
become a victim Of the photographer, or
you face up to hi:in. He is in a quizzical but
nevertheless rather dighifiied pose, and in
semi-official garb. It is a brilliant
representation Of a traditional rabbi. This
portrait seems to give one a sense Of
something lasting.
`The other picture sinulates a whole

history Of divinely inspired paining and Of
Christian iconograpky. Pick apy
Renaissance painting where the light
comes streaming in from the lot cmd falls
upon a figure, inspiring him. This is what
we see with Rabbi Bayfield. He is holding
an open book which he is not reading, and
there is a somewhat contrived gathering Of
objects,withaslightlyidiosyncraticquality.
It is not a timeless image and i'nay well soon
appear dated, particularly because Of the
wall-hanging of the large ZachoT
[ ` Renember'] memorial. It is a imch more
intimate setting than .that Of the Chiof
Rabbi, but I do not know who chose that.'

M#:e:f:T!a:dnF::E¥

at the National Portrait Gallery;
presentingthephotographicporfuitsof
Rabbis Tony Bayfield and Jonathan
Sacks amongst other faith leaders. In a
sophisticated j oumalistic response, the

and the head of the Ref;orm movement,
Rabbi Tony Bayfield, represent the Jewish
community in the exhibition, which runs
from February 3 to May 7. Four CJtristian
leaders - including the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Dr Rowan Williams - and two
from Islam and two from Hinduism are
also featured.
All the sitters were asked to pose in
places reflecting their spiritual life.
Rabbi Sacks told the JC: `We agreed to
do this picture in St John's Wood, where I
was inducted in 1991. I vias very happy to

participate in an exhibition which
commends the diversity of religion in
Britain today. '

Rabbi Bayfteld was photographed in the
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room Of prayer at Leo Baeck College, in
the Sternberg Centre in Finchley, North
London. `My initial reaction was to be
acutely embarrassed. I still can't believe
it. But it means a hage amount to me that
the head Of the Roform movement appears
in such a prominent national gallery Of ten
faith leaders. '
An Expert's view ...
We asked leading art critic Andrew
Renton, a Turner Prize judge and director
Of curating at Goldsmiths, University Of
London, to assess the two portraits. His
critique may surprise you:
`These photographs tell me so rrmch

about the denomination Of the sitters. The
Chief Rabbi is sitting in a little Bet

Jewish Chronicle asked Andrew Ften:ton
for an art critique of the pictures. I ii-as
very moved by this feature. It touched
an open nerve and led me to reflect on
my unique experience as lecturer,
teacher and educator of student rabbis
at Leo Baeck College. This experience
has led me to an ongoing conversation

with myself regarding my former
education and my current stance.
A few years ago, at a poetry eTening
held in a non-kosher cafe in Jerusalem,
where I could enjoy the spiritual
qualities but not the gastronomic
delights, I met a son of a well knorm
Talmudic scholar. I was intrigued by a
medieval Christian icon tattooed on his
upper back. When the programme
ended I asked him about it and Thras
continded on nex± page

i3

I met a son Of a well
known Talrymdic
scholar. I was

intrigued by a
medieval

surprised to find out that it was not a
Christian icon, but an accurate copy of
Rabbi Eliezer studying the Torah from
a famous medieval Haggadic
manuscript. I was fascinated by this
edgy and subversive expression of
Jewish identity, which transgressed my
code of observance and at the same
time displayed a freakish admiration
of the value of Talmud Torah.
I recalled this event when I read
Renton's critique of the portrait of
Rabbi Tony Bayfield in the JC. Renton
was challenging when he placed the
picture within the artistic tradition of
Christian iconography. This observation
cannot be refuted. Yet in the context of
its publication in the JC it served other

frictions.

problematic is this word - prayers, I
have sensed this comparison between
Progressive Judaism to Christianity. I
must admit that it was the intuitive,
maybe even instinctive reaction of a
traditionally observant Jew when first
encountering common practices and
rituals in Progressive communities: the
instrumental music, which sounded to
me like church music; the public
reciting of prayers in a certain tone
whicb I once identified also in a
Christian service broadcast on the
BBC; or the architecture of West
London Synagogue - the hexagonal
pulpit, oh, that pulpit. It all felt so
Christian to me.
Yet this impression has to be
critically examined. The mistake I
made a few years ago with the icon of
Rabbi Eliezer was significant. For I
had not realized that Jewish art bas
found itself significantly resembling
that of the hosting culture. Indeed, in
the very same corpus of Jewish
Medieval art of illustrated Haggadah
manuscripts, I recently saw a similar
fourteenth century pulpit to that of
West London Synagogue. So the
subjective sense of resemblance of the
Bay field portrait to Christianity, in
itself, is not to be passed off as a simple
and objective scholarly observation.
Furthermore, when published in the
JC, it strikes at the heart of Jewish
discourse on identity. Just as my
former education `programmed' me to
reject such depictions because they
resembled Christian iconography, so

might the commentary in the JC

studying the Torch

from a famous
medieval Haggadic
marmscript.
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In Renton's placing of the picture
within the Christian tradition, I heard
echoes of a claim which is frequently
offered as a critique of Progressive
Judaism. More significant than the
rational discourse identifying similar
lines in modem Christian and Jewish
practices, is the emotional experience
of being exposed to it for the first time.
Accustomed to traditional - how

provoke similar emotions in some of
its readers.
I have realized that this `programming' to vieiv certain Progressive
Jewish practices as `Christian', is an
aspect of the ancient Jewish practice of
negating practices simply because they
are those of the other. Christian is only
one example. One could also say, it is
Greek, it is Hellenistic, it is Goyish
and so on. It might have its textual
roots in some verses prohibiting
following the laws of non-Jews, but
from this, there is a clear social
function of identity construction,
through the negation of the other. Not
only is the `other' used to mark the
rejected practice but also different
groups within Judaism are marked as
the `other' by this mechanism.
As a further example, the Israeli
scholars Avi Sagi and Zvi Zohar have
published an important and highly
significant study of the history of the
conversion to Judaism process. They
traced the roots of contemporary
Orthodox practice in defining full
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acceptance
of the
yoke
of
commandments as the sole definition
of religious devotion and as a
precondition to conversion. Combined
with the demand for a purely religious
motivation,
especially
not
for
marriage, this definition underlines a
tendency to avoid acceptance of
converts. Sagi and Zohar point to the
influences of the modem Christian
perspective of ` conversion of the heart'
as influencing recent Orthodox
Halachic stringency in acceptance of
converts. As much as their conclusions
are well argued, supported and
documented, one can also see their role
in contemporary debates in Israel, as

Jewish practices in an open discussion,
instead of shooting them as sarcastic
arrows in the Jewish press. Sadly, I
know that by publishing this essay in
A4:4IVAI4 and not in the JC, I am
preaching to the converted.
There was another aspect of
Renton's critique that I found very
important and relevant to my
experience of teaching at Leo Baeck
College. He commented that Rabbi
Sacks was seated in a full library of

well as here, on the topic. The claim `it
is Christian' serves as a clear criticism.
Rabbi Eliezer's medieval and Rabbi
Bayfield's contemporary portraits, as
well as the West London pulpit and its
similar drawing in the medieval

critique in the IC
can claim to be
engaged in a
learned discussion

Haggadah have all the imprints of
Christian influences on them. The
question is how we approach such
recognitions. We could take the view
that `external' influences are not
necessarily bad and so not adopt
xenophobic points of view. The very
same impression I experienced is
acknowledged by Rabbi Dr Michael
Hilton in his book 777e Cferz.sfz.cz" E#ecz

o# Jewz.sfe I z/e where he points to
various influences on Judaism. He
argues that the depth and length of
Jewish-Christian cultural exchange is
so huge that no serious scholar can
possibly deny it.
The problem is not the existence of
the influence but rather its usage as an
automatic criticism. This was, I am
afi-aid, the function of the comparison
published in the tJC. Whilst the art
critique can claim to be engaged in a
learned discussion of the portrait in its
own right, the front page caption `The
Rabbi who became a Christian Icon'
surely has an additional purpose. Is it
not functioning in a hidden, implicit
discourse of rejection?
In Jerusalem seven years ago, a
public discussion took place between
religious leaders of various Christian
denominations in the Elijah School for
the Study of the Wisdom of World
Religions. Delegates were all asked to
reflect on the weaknesses and strengths
of their own denominational affiliation,
as well as that of the others. Reflecting
on the ridiculing manner in which
different Jewish affiliations in our
community are approached, I wonder
if there is a possibility that we might be
able to replicate this Christian
approach and discuss questions like the
similarity between Jewish and non-
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TThilst the art

Of the portrait in its
own right, the front
page caption `The

Rabbi who became a
Christian Icon '
surely has an
additional f iunction.
Is it not f iunctioning
in a hidden, implicit
discourse Of

rejection?
books, whilst Rabbi Bay field was
holding a book which he was not
looking at. It was a cynical remark, as
one could equally say that Rabbi Sacks
was tuning his back to the books,
whilst Rabbi Bayfield was holding the
book intimately in his hands. Yet, by
pointing to these details, Renton did
touch on a key question of
contemporary Progressive Judaism:
what is the place of textual studies?
The most important educational goal
of my teaching at Leo Baeck relates to
the centrality of the text in our Jewish
tradition. I want to enable rabbis and,

through them, communities and
congregants to connect directly and
indirectly with the treasures of Jewish
wisdom, the endless sea of knowledge,
insight, human tensions and forces.
The never ending process of
interpretation is the ever-changing core
of the Jewish heritage. Today we are
struggling to maintain our ability to
take part in this process. The more
remote and difficult the texts seem to
us, the less we will develop the ability
to converse with them.
The very same theology that urged
me to support conversations between
different voices in contemporary
Judaism is behind my preaching on the
importance of textual studies in a
progressive Jewish context. From a
theological point of view the commitment to converse with all components
of our Torah in its wider definition the new and the old, the text and its
interpretations, the Haggadic and the
Halachic, the rational and the mystical
- is rooted in a certain understanding
of revelation. In the Rabbinic conference held at Leo Baeck College last
summer, Arthur Green spoke about the
implication of evolutionary theory on
our understanding of creation as an
ongoing development. God is coflstantly expressed througb evolving
nature. The same is true of our culture.
It is an ongoing, evolving revelation.
We are commanded to seek the divine
in each of its aspects, and as Jews w-e
are the guardians of Jewish culture,
just as other groups are the guardians
or gardeners of theirs.
It is an ethical imperative, analogous
to that of the belief in the divine inage
of each creature. If God is expressed
through humane ideas, stories, law-s
and other cultural artifacts, we has-e a
never-ending commitment to coni-else
with every cultural expression, to
searchforthegoodandthetnlthhidden
in it. The dialectic and disoursir-e
nature of the Talmud becomes otlr
legacy. We should obligate oulseh-es

to a discourse with the othemess rithin
our own culture and literatiire,
including with those components that
are problematic for us. This inrmal
conversation will become a atry-fflny,
an archetype, for a.wider commiinent
to dialogue with every other _sroxp of
people and opinion, and througL
communication to seek our common

good I
DR MOSHE LAVEE z.s Se#z.or dec¢.zzrer fro
Rabbinic Ljterature al Leo Baeck College. His
studies cover the themes Of Jeri+ish idem:1fgr.

family, literary forms and history Of Trfe:bfiric
literature. He is committed to the expandin.g Of
Jewish learning in various circles.
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LEO BAECK LOOKS AT
GOD AND `JVLENSCHEN'

L

EO BAECK WAS A HOUSEHOLD

name in our home when I was
growing up. I cannot say that I
knew that much about his writings, but
somehow I knew that duty and
commandment were both features of his
life a`nd work. My great grandparents
had joined the Jeezfe synagogue in

Oppeln then in Eastern Germany, now
in Poland, in the late nineteenth century
where Baeck came as a young graduate
rabbi in 1895. There he taught my
grandfather for his bar mitzvah, which
initiated a religious influence in my
family for two generations, so far. The
notion of religious duty pervaded my
late father's commitment to Progressive
Judaism and influenced me to become
a rabbi. So, when I ask what is Baeck's
legacy for the twenty-first century, I do
so in the knowledge that as a rabbi, his
influence has been continuous and
significant for my family at least. It is
the theologian's legacy that I would like
to explore here.
The irony is; that Baeck is
remembered most for his leadership
and courage in the 1930s and 40s, yet it
was his work from 1905 that made him
famous in German Jewish intellectual
circles. Had he not become a victim of
the Shoah, his legacy would have been
one of theological advances in
rationalism. He also paved the way for
Martin Buber and Franz Rosensweig
to make their mark. He acted as
rabbinic leader in intercommunal
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Michael Shire
affairs and served the pastoral needs of
his
congregations
in
Oppeln,
Dusseldorf and Berlin. However Baeck
did enter the period of the Shoah, of
the end of the thousand year old history
of German Jews as he described it, and
became the exemplar of the nobility
and dignity of the Jew. Of all the
modem German Jewish theologians, he
was the only one who survived the
camps and he did so as a rabbi. For
Eugene
Borowitz
and Albert
Friedlander, this is very significant in
understanding Baeck the theologian
who was always a rabbi. I
My interest in his writings was
kindled in a theology class in 1982
with Professor Eugene Borowitz at
Hebrew Union College in New York.
There we were each invited to research
one of six theologians in preparation

for the book, Choices in Modern
t/ewz.sfe 71feo#givf, that Borowitz was

writing at the time. I suppose I felt
compelled to take Baeck on, not just
because of the family connection but
also because Borowitz categorized him
as a systematic thinker of the rationalist
school which I felt some empathy for
at the time. My rationalism is less
systematic these days.
So I want to pose the following

questions: What is the significance of
Baeck's thought today? What were the
influences upon Baeck's thinking by
the world of nineteenth and twentieth
century German enlightenment? And
what is the possible potential for his
thought for the future?
Baeck,
being
a
systematic

philosopher, tackled the nature of God,
the consequent implications of
revelation as expressed in Torah and
the identity of the Covenanted People
who were to carry out God's will. I
will therefore review Baeck's thought
through the lens of GOD, TORAII and

ISREL.
The roots of Baeck's theology come

from the work of Hemann Cohen and
the neo-Kantians. Hermann Cohen's
rational argument for the God idea was
a popular and common feature of the
early Reform Movement. God is
known through three branches of
knowledge: logic, ethics and aesthetics,
and the God Idea transcends each of
these human abilities and binds them
together. When rationality, ethical
behaviour and the sublime' come
together, God is known to humanity.
Baeck expressed this as `When men
came to see that good and true and holy
are only different names for one thing,
that to this one thing all men are to
devote themselves and for its sake turn
away from all else, God was
recognized as the One, the Holy.'2
This God Idea therefore holds within
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it the ethical imperative with implications of duty and commandment. In the
brilliant paper offered by Dr Michael
Meyer at the lnternational Rabbinic
Conference held at Leo Baeck College
in July 2006, Dr Meyer stated that
whilst Buber's God is characterized by

`Du', Thou, Baeck's God is `Du Sollst'
- thou Shalt3. In directing us to the

biblical texts, Baeck points out that `1

am the Etemal Your God' is always
followed.by Thou Shalt.
`It is not so much that ethical

monotheism was taught, but that it
was made the central thing in life,
determining all else. It is this
relationship of man to God, the fact
that human life is theocentric that is
the outstanding feature in this aspect
of Hebrew religion.
In each man, therefore, there is a
unity, or, to speak more accurately, a
totality, that corresponds to the unity
of God. This is an essential element
in the doctrine of ethical monotheism. From man is demanded conduct
that is exclusively and absolutely related to God.'4

The very nature of God is bound up
with the command to act, to do,
resulting in the primacy of ethics. From
this we derive Progressive Judaism's
emphasis on the ethical in Jewish law
and the concern for social justice and
righteousness. For Baeck, this was
inherent in believing in a rationalist
God and thus followed the duty to act
and the Command to follow.
This might be the starting point of
our discussion on Baeck's relevance
today. In fact, when presenting an early
version of this paper to our newly
established faculty and graduate
research forum at the College, I
received many moans and groans about
nineteenth century German thinking
long past its sell by date as indicated by
the discredited theories of Higher
Biblical criticism or the supposedly
pure motives of the prophets or the
very limitation of modemism itself. As
was pointed out to me, Baeck wrote
The Essence Of Judaism long before
the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle.
But does something remain in Baeck's
thinking about the correlation between
believing in God and feeling
commanded to serve that God? Is our
diminution of the ethical in Judaism a
result of having lost the Commanding
God? Rabbi Tony Bay field, at a recent
Assembly of Rabbis' Kallah bemoaned
the fact that his rabbinate had been
devoid of a primary social justice
agenda. Do we feel Commanded today
and, if so, to do what? And who is the
Commander?
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The very nature Of
God is bound up
with the coryunand to
act, to do, resulting
in the primacy Of
ethics. From this we
derive Progressive
Judaism 's emphasis
on the ethical in
Jewish low and the
concern f ;or social
justice and
righteousness. For
Baeck, this was `

inherent in believing
in a rationalist God
and this f;ollowed
the drty to act and
the Coryunand to
f;o[low.

Baeck himself was unsatisfied with
this somewhat cold and purely
rationalistic God idea and, following
his experience as an army chaplain in
the First World War, came under the
influence of two theologians who had
written about the power of experience
in determining religious motivations.
A hundred years earlier, Friedrich
Schleiermacher (1768-1834), had

already posited that religion arises
from the aesthetic branch of human
knowing rather than from the merely
rational. For Schleiermacher, therefore,
religion validates an inner experience
and a religious consciousness that is as
real and primary as the rational. Baeck,
more fully understanding the reality of
human experience in the 1920s, is
attracted to this other dimension of
religious identity. But it presents a
fundamental problem for him. Tlie
aesthetics of religion and the inner
consciousness has no inherent moral
imperative or even a means for fi.ee
will to be expressed. Baeck tuned
therefore to a book that had been
publishedin1917:77zeJdeczo/£freffo7ry

by Rudolph Otto the protestant
theologian (1869 - 1937). Otto
perceived that holiness was a separate
category of knowing in relation to the
transcendent foming the deepest basis
of religion. Here then was tLe
possibility of a r.ationalist God
requiring humanity to respond to an
ethical Command but with a separate
but connected idea of the Holy-.
Religion is therefore all about ethies
but it is not derived from it solely. The
Holy is something distinct - ineffable
-which led Baeck to a sense of the
mystical. Being the devotee of Jewish
history that he was, he was well aTh-are
of the combination of the rationalist
and mystic in the lives of Mainonides,
Nahmanides, Judah Halevi, JosepL
Caro and others. It was Baeck's break
with the neo-Kantianism of Hermann
Cohen and his absorption of 27ie I:dga
o/f¢e fro/y that opened the possfoiHtyof a complete existential theology
being developed by Buber and
Rosenzweig. Borowitz feels that Baeck
acts as the bridge between the
nineteenth and twentieth centirty- and
enables the twentieth century modern
Jewish thinkers to follow on. So, in
1922, Leo Baeck revises 27re Essezzce

and adds a major component olreligious

consciousness

to

his

thinking:5

`Judaism does not consist simply in

Rabbi Dr Leo Baeck, Oppeln, 1905

the recognition of God's existence.
We possess religion only when Tt-e
know that our life is bound up with
continued on page TZ1_
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ESSAIY

CAN ENGLISH
STRIP BARE THE
BIBLE'S SECRETS?
Alexandra Wright
written sacred text to be
THE carefully
PRESERVATION
transmittedOF
from
A
generation to generation stands
alongside an equally ancient oral
tradition in Judaism. To the former
belong the Hebrew Scriptures, imbued
by rabbinic tradition with an
immutability and authority stretching
back to Sinai. To the latter belongs a
more diffuse tradition of law and lore,
which includes ways of reading,
understanding and expounding the
written text. Somewhere between the
authority and inerrancy of Written
Torah and the fluency and imagination
of the oral traditions, lies the institution
of translation - fc77`g#77?. Where that

practice originated - whether with the
scribe and priest Ezra in a key passage
in the Book of Nehemiah, or whether
later on when the practice of reading
from the Torah regularly was
established and the teaching of
Scripture required a mediating voice or
texttohelpstudentstranslatealanguage
thatmayhavebeenlessfamiliartothem
thantheirvemacularspokenlanguages,
is unclear. This essay examines the
verse in Nehemich in its biblical context
and evaluates a handful of rabbinic
traditions that point to the special and
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sometimes ambivalent place which
translation occupied in the oral and
literary traditions of Judaism. Those
passages from Palestinian and
Babyloniantraditionsoughttomakeus
think again about the role translation
plays in the liturgical and educational
environments of the synagogue and
home. Some of us are utterly dependent
on the translation of Scripture and
prayer and yet we recognize the
profound importance of Hebrew, the
holy language.
The relationship between Hebrew u}llpn 71u}} `the holy language' or `the

language of the sanctuary" and its
translation is a complex one. Can a
translation, asks Steven Fraade share
`in the authority and status of the
translated text?'2 Can translation be
`inspired' or `revealed' and can it,

therefore, define certain practice or
law, or ways of reading a narrative?
The sacred and unique books of the
Torah, which contain not simply
narrative, but law, genealogy and
myth, set it apart from other
contemporary literature. But far from
remaining a mysterious, inaccessible,
unintelligible document, it became pat
of a long tradition of texts that were
translated into other languages. How

else could the fundamental teachings

and

laws

of

Jewish

life

be

communicated to a people for Ti.hem
Hebrew may not have been their first
language?3

Nehemiah 8:1-8, which describes
Ezra's reading from the book
containingthelawofGod,hasari>ch+-en
rise to much debate and disagreementL
As we shau see, one particular word
might suggest that Ezra translated the
Torah into a second language. On the
other hand, perhaps he simply
enunciated the scriptural verses clearly
and no more than that. Some scholars
argue that the Hebrew Bible lacks a
literary self-consciousness, but Th-e

should be alert to other passages irhich
might display examples of a c€rfain
awareness about language and the need
for exposition and interpretation of
God's law. It is more than possible that
the rabbinic passages to be discussed,
project back into the bibfical text a
desire to ground the institution of
translation found in both liturgical and
pedagogic contexts, in a biblical,
authoritative and ancient practice.
One text in the Torah merits
consideration, not to detract from the
verse in Nehemiah, but perhaps to
reveal how the Torah itself is ail-are of

the way a text might require careful
explanation, clarity and intexpretation.
Chapter 1 of Deuteronomy opens with
a review of the fortyr year journey in
the wilderness in the form of a
discourse placed in the mouth of
Moses:

?,Si,l ]¥ib y]#? 13T:I l!y?
ThN? JIRt! H]ih!-Jl§ 1#9 J1%
`Beyond the Jordan in the land of

Moab, Moses undertook to expound
this law as follows...'4 Further on in
Deuteronomy 27:8, the same verb |N]
is used to refer to the act of writing on
the stones all the words of God's law
`very clearly'. This latter reference

clearly refers to the appearance of the
script on the stones.5 However, the first
reference in 1:5 seems to suggest that
Moses undertakes to explain the law at
a deeper level to the people, to expound
and explain the purpose of their
journey from Egypt to the banks of the
River Jordan, perhaps even to translate
the text. Much later, the Mishnah takes
this phrase alone in 27:8 to explain that
the words of the Torah were inscribed
on the stones in `seventy languages'.6

Thatmustsaysomethingabouttheway
the author of the Mishnah wanted to
see the institution of translation stretching back to the Torah, but also
interestingly available in their
language` to all the nations of the world.
Nehemiah 8 occurs in the context of
the account of how the exiles returned
to Judah, discovered the broken ruins
of Jerusalem's Temple and began the
work of repairing the walls of the
Sanctuary. In the seventh month, the
people gather together as one into the
square and instruct the scribe Ezra to
bring the book of the Law of Moses.
Ezra brings the book before an
assembly of men and women and `all
who could hear with understanding'
(vs. 2). He reads the book from early

moming until midday on the first day
of the seventh month, while standing
on a wooden platform. On his right.
stand six named individuals., and on his
left seven more named men. As he
opens the book, the people stand, Ezra
blesses the Lord and the people answer
`Amen, Amen', lifting their hands.
Then, in a solemn nioment of ritualized
choreography, the people bow their
heads and worship God with their faces
to the ground. Thirteen more men are
listed together with the Levites who
`helpthepeopletounderstandthe.law'.
Verse 8 continues:

try]bp aY.:.§';,?g5]]T]3]:1.9 B;p]R:i?;:
`They read from the book, fi.om the

law of God, with interpretation. They

2

gave the sense, so that the people
understood the reading.' Several
questions arise from the plain reading
of this verse. Firstly, who is doing the
reading? The verb ]RT'?:I is expressed
in the plural. Some cominentaries state
plainly that this is a mistake7, but

perhaps it was the Levites and others
standing next to Ezra who participated
in the reading? And is there not a
symmetrywithintheverse,whereinthe
opening verb `and they read' is both
mirrored and supplemented by the
closing verb 1].¥] (literally) `they
caused [the people] to understand the
reading'? On the other hand, the
subject of this verb may refer to the
people who understood the reading, as
our translation states. You can see even
here, the difficulties of translating a
text. Both meanings would be
legitimate readings of this verse. But
the most vexed discussion about this
verse revolves around the meaning of
the word ujlD@
and how to translate it.
T:
Scholars disagree fundamentally as to
whether it refers to the fact that the text
of the Torah was translated for the
people, enabling them to understand
its meaning, or whether Ezra was
simply enunciating the words clearly,
perhaps in a loud voice.8 In two other
verses in the Torah9, this root refers to
an awaited clear directive from God,
but in 'the verse from Nehemiah several
factors make it possible that the word
may refer to a translation. What is the
purpose of the men standing either side
of Ezra, if not to `help the people to
understand'? `Did the Levites possess a
special role in this context as men who
were skilled in translation? In Daniel
1:4, the young Israelites who are
brought to the land of Shinar, are
described as:

injn+j2
I.b7]tpni
T i T
I :
..,- „„ t]'T?:
y?a '!'JP] n¥J 'y?`1

iBo:;%3?]aH:I?,a:]:?::#i.
`Young men...versed in every

branch of wisdom, endowed with
knowledge and insight, and competent
to serve in the king's palace; they were
to be taught the literature and language
of the Chaldeans.' . Although the root
lyu}lE) is not found in this verse, two

::hL:rdr:°tfreE:=±££S8:¥er_Sev¥,e]aal::
ly 7ju}. In Daniel, these two roots refer
not only to the skill and knowledge of
the boys, but also to the capacity to
understand, in the sense of being able

to lean to read and comprehend the.
books and language of the Chaldeans.
This verse, perhaps presents us with

the strongest contextual evidence that
the words in Nehemiah refer, not
necessarily to the institution of
translation as part of an established
practice of reading the Torah, but to
the renewal of the covenant on one
occasion when the Torah was read on
the first day of 1:he seventh month and,

So highly prcrised is
C;reek among some Of

the rabbinic sources ,
that Aramdic is
marginalized. When a
hamble resident Of a
station house makes
ap an Aramdic
version Of the I:orch,
translated from the
Greek, the reaction is
less than positive. But

when Aqujlas the
proselyte brings his
Greek translation Of
the Torah to R. Eliezer
and R. Joshaa, they
praise bin and say to
him `The most

beautiful among
all people. ,
may have been translated into
Aramaic.]°

What evidence do we have of the
uses of translation in the intertestamental period? Despite fragmentary
evidence of an Aramaic translation of
two sections of Leviticus and parts of
copies of an Aramaic translation of the
Book of Job from Qumran, we are
really none the wiser in understanding
their purpose or use in the Qumran
community.t] Furthermore, neither
Josephus, nor Philo, nor passages in
the New Testament, all of which
describe the reading and interpretation
of Scripture explicitly refer to the
translation of Hebrew into Aramaic.12
Later rabbinic traditions do, however,
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trace the practice of translating the
Torah back to the verse in Nehemiah
8:8 and therefore to Ezra.

What if we were to say that actually
Ezra may have offered a translated
interpretation of the reading and
perhaps that practice persisted but only
became explicit in the rabbinic texts?
The practice of rendering Hebrew
Scripture into Aramaic or Greek
depends on a number of factors. First,
at what point was a regular lectionary
reading established either in Palestine
or in Babylonia? How did communities
regard that reading? M.Megillah 1:8
prescribes that tefillin and mezuzoth,
while not read aloud, may only be
whtten in the Assyrian writing, which
means in the square characters of
Hebrew, while a man who is called to
read from the scroll and reads it in
Aramaic or in any other language has
not fulfilled his obligation (M.
Megillah 2:1).t3 Furthermore, M.

Yadayim 4:5 makes it clear that the
Holy Scriptures only possess sanctity
(`they render the hands unclean') if
they are written in Assyrian character,
on leather and in ink. An Aramaic
version is deemed to be inferior - it
does not render the hands unclean. All
these texts suggest the exalted status of
the Hebrew text, the existence of
(Arainaic) translations but their lower
ritual status. But at the same time as
the Mishnah prescribes Hebrew only
for tefillin and mezuzcth, scrolls -that
is the Scriptures -can be written in any
language. ` From that we can assume
that translation was a necessary part of
the liturgical and educational life of a
Jew in rabbinic times and it didn't
much matter whether it was Aramaic
or Greek, both would have been the
lingua franca of the period among a
populationwhoweredefinitelynotthat
acquainted with Hebrew. Actually, the
use of translation is not quite as
straightforward as we might like to
think. In the same Mishnah, Rabban
Shimon ben Gamliel adds that scrolls
can only be written in Greek. So,
Aramaic is off the menu, but Greek is
certainly the preferred language of
translation.
A number of rabbinic texts bear out
a certain respect for the language of
Japhet, that is Greek, based on the
verse in Genesis 9:27 `God enlarge
Japhet and let him dwell in the tents of
Shem', which was interpreted to mean
- let the Jewish people speak the
language of Japhet (Greek) in the tent
of Shem (the Jewish people).t4 So
highly praised is Greek among some of
the rabbinic sources, that Aramaic is
marginalized. When a humble resident
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ofastationhousemakesupanAramaic
version of the Torah, translated from
the Greek, the reaction is less than
positive. But when Aquilas the
proselyte brings his Greek translation
of the Torah to R. Eliezer and R.
Joshua, they praise him and say to him
`The most beautiful among all
people.'15

So what is it that makes Greek so
special and Aramaic so inferior? In
Megillah 3a the Targum of tbe
Pentateuch is attributed to Onkelos the
proselyte - often ideritified with
Aquilas as he is called in other sources.
What we find here is that the Talmud
seems to imitate the language of
Scripture in describing how Onkelos
received the tradition of the Targum -

wi-pi Rabbi Eliezer v'Rabbi Joshaa `from the mouth of Rabbi Eliezer and
Rabbi Joshua'. The expression 772z.-pz.

can be used to refer to God's command
or judgement and this expression
suggests a two-edged attitude to the
Targum. First, that it has an important
status in that it came (literally) from
the `mouth' of R. Eliezer and R. Joshua
and their approval and guidance gave
it authority. But this is not divine
guidance and the view that it might be
less than authoritative is supported by
the subsequent legend which relates
how the land of Israel `shook over an
area of four hundred parasangs by four
hundred parasangs'. In other words,
the composition of the Targum caused
an earthquake throughout Israel and an
indignant voice from heaven asks:
`Who is this that has revealed My
secrets to mankind?' What is implied
here is that translation can.be a
dangerous exercise.
What are the secrets that might be
exposed to all. humanity if one starts
translating from the Hebrew? At first
glance, one might suppose that the
word `secrets' refers to some mystical
knowledge about God found in the
Torah. Yet the Hebrew word here for
`secrets' lm is more likely to refer to

the secrecy of forbidden relationships
or the secret places found by those
committing a sin. 16

M. Megillah 4:10, dealing with
certain passages in the Hebrew Bible
which it was forbidden to translate
might support this view that there were
certainly chapters not fit for human
consumption. Many of the passages,
although not all listed, do deal with the
more morally. dubious stories of the
Bible, such as David and Bathsheba,
Amnon and Tamar. However, from this
same list and its comparative lists in
the Tosefta as well as references in the
Palestinian Talmud, one might also

deduce that God's `secrets' are not the
passages that might diminish our
respect for the fathers, but verses that
could be interpreted mystically or
esoterically. Why would the opening
verses of Genesis 1, or a large section
of Ezekiel 1 be omitted from the
lectionary, if not because of a fear that
the esoteric doctrines about the throne
of God(ma'asehmerkavah)ororeafion
/77ec7'as'e72 Z)ereS¢z.fJ might. be made
put)lic. 17

It is left to Jonathan ben Uzziel, to
whom the Targum of the Prophets is
attributed, to defend the practice of
translation. Translation, he argues is a
necessary tool to avoid dissension in
Israel. Yet there is a subtle ambiguity
in this phrase. God's objection earlier
is that it is humanity - a '77ez. crc7c777z -

who will 1eam the divine secrets. Is

there a fear that the non-Jewish world
will somehow learn the secrets
embedded in the Torah? And is this a
polemic against Christianity, wlio
adopted the Septuagint and might yet
take other texts as their oT+in
supplanting Israel? Or is it about Jew.s
themselves having access to too much
knowledge? This is clearly a conscious

defense of the institution of Targuln on
the part of Jonathan ben Uzziel, or
rather on the part of the Amora in
whose name this account is related.
Not only is the Targurn composed or
spoken under the guidance of two of
the most eminent fcr7272czz.77e of the day,
but now the 77eez#rge772c77? seeks to

`feveal' it. There is a response to this

from the anonymous stamlnatic author3
placed in the mouth of a Bczf KOJ, a
divine voice: `Enouch!' What is the

reason for wishing to reveal tbe
Targum to the Writings? And the
response comes back: because it is in
the Writings tha,t we find intimations
in the Book of Daniel according to
Rashi about the coming of the Messiab.
So there is another level of danger
associated with the Targung and that is
disseminating too much knowledge
concerning the calculations of the
arival of the Messiah. Nor is this an
isolated passage in terms of the wa}the coming. of the Messiah is vie"-ed
While there is much discussion about
the coming of a messianic figure=
whether the son of David or son of
Joseph, there remains more than a
suggestion of rabbinic hesitation about
`all the calculated ends'.18

The acceptance of Greek seemed to
be predicated on the legend of the
translation of the Torah in Egypt for
King Ptolemy who gathered set-ent}'two elders together, put them
separately into seventy-two houses and

3

said to them: Write a Torah of Moses
your teacher for me. By some
miraculous, revelatory stroke, they all
wrote the identical translation. But we
need to be careful here, because the
whole project is consistently referred
to as `writing the Torah in Greek'. Not

are said in any language. Rabbi that is
Rabbi Judah the Prince says: I clain
that the Sfee77ecz`should only be recited

in the Holy Tongue as it is written:

"And *feeLse words which I command

interpreting, not translating, but
writing. This is the version from

you this day".' And now, here is the
sequel in another passage from the
Palestinian Talmud which repeats
Rabbi Judah's statement that the.

Sofi.im 1 :7-8. The other problem here

£7ze77?cr can only be said in Hebrew

is that in one version of the story that
appears just before the more familiar
and traditional one of the seventy-two
elders, we are told that the day on
which five elders,. this time, wrote the
Torah in Greek for the King was as
hard for Israel as the day on which the
Golden Calf was made, `because the
Torah
cannot
be
translated
appropriately'.
That is quite
condemnatory of the process of
translating. What exactly are the Sages
ffightened of? Inaccurate interpretation
of Jewish law? Or are we witnessing a
conflation of two traditions - one
Palestinian based that accepted Greek,
but couldn't tolerate Aramaic and one
Babylonian based where Aramaic was
not going to beL eliminated as the
common lingua franca of those
diaspora communities and in fact, was
deeply valued.

(Sotah 7:2, 21b): `Rabbi Levi bar
Chittah went to Caesarea. He heard

The

/ocets

cJcrss'z.c"S

for

all

discussions about translation is found
in the Mishnah, Sotah 7:1-5. Here the
h4ishnah gives us two sets of lists passages that can be said in any
language which include the $7iez„cz,
Tef rllch, Birkat Ha-Mazon tlndvaluous
oaths, and things that can only be said
in the Holy Tongue, which include the
passage
of the
first
fruits
@euteronomy 26:3-10), the blessings
and curses (Deuteronomy 27:15-26)
and the Priestly Blessing QTumbers
6:24-26) among others. The rationale
for these lists is derived from an
exegetical tool known as gezercrfe
SJ!czvc!fe whereby principles are derived

from the context or more particularly
the use of vocabulary in . different
passages. That actually makes it rather
difficult to understand the differences
betweenthetwo,butwhatisinteresting
here is that crucial liturgical passages
such as the S7ze77?cz and re¢/Jcz7z can be

recited in `any language.' That seems

fairly straightforward until you come
across passages in the Tosefta and
Palestinian Talmud which show us an
interesting little conflict that might
have been. taking place sometime
around the third century CE when
Rabbi Judah was editing the Mishnal.
Here is the parallel version from the
Tosefta (Sotah 7:7): `The blessings

over Hallel a:rrdlhe Shema and Tef tllch

4

lt our use Of Hebrew

- the holy language something holy and
elevated is stirr:ed

within us, in a way
that the vernacular
does not manage to
achieve. You may

argue that using
Hebrew as a lied Of
mantra, which one
does riot understand,
smacks Of a bit Of
magic in our service.
It gives it a foavour
Of mystery.
voices reading the S7zexpcz in Greek and

wanted to prevent them fi.om doing so.
Rabbi Jose heard and was angry and
said: Do you think that someone not
familiar with Assyrian letters, i.e. with
Hebrew, should not read it at all?' The
passage continues by emphasizing the

original Mishnah, you fulfil the
mitzvah of reciting the S72e773cz by

readinginanylanguagethatyouknow.
What may be happening is that
Rabbi, through the writing of the
Mishnah in Hebrew, is effecting his
own quiet revolution to revive Hebrew
at the very begirming of the third
century. And what better way to do
that, than ban the most familiar of texts
being recited in the vernacular? It is a
bit like Eliezer ben Yehudah' s strategy
to revive the Hebrew language in
Palestine in a different era. Ih7hat we
can see in the Palestinian Talmud is a

tension between the ideological Rabbi
Judah the Prince who prefers the idea
of prayer being recited in Hebrew, and
the more negotiable position which
gave people the choice of whether to
recite in the holy language or in the
vernacular.
That is a tension which we still live
with in the progressive movements. To
translate or not to translate. We are
realistic enougb to know that our
mastery of Hebrew is not the same as
our knowledge of our first spoken
language.AndprogressiveJudaismhas
always emphasized our need to
understand what we are reciting.
Prayer has to have meaning for us, just
as the reading of the Torah needs to be
translated and commented upon. But
eliminate Hebrew completely from our
liturgy, and somehow there is an
emptiness which is difficult to explain.
We need meaning, integrity, clarity,
explanation, connection between the
ancient texts and where we are in our
own lives, but that does not seem to be
enough for us. In each generation, there
has been an inexplicable pull towards
using more Hebrew, and ofteL
changing the balance in our services so
that the use of Hebrew outweighs the
use of English or whatever vernacular
We use.

Bialik examines the differences
between two kinds of language, one
that is born between one human being
and another as `a language of outer
symbols for use among people', while
the other is born `between man and
himself, when a pers6n needs to pour
out the overflow of his soul. ' The latter,
he argues, is of a higher type and that is
when the sacred tongue comes into
being. `If we sever the language from
its primary sources, from its ancient
forms, if we drive away .from the
language all of the souls and shadows
of souls that have dwelled in it from
the times of Abraham the Patriarch,
who elevated it and magnified it day
after day, if we leave to ourselves only
the dry bones, the corpse - then we
will have no language at all, and then
there will be no reason for speaking
Hebrew.' Hebrew, says Bialik, or
rather the literature of the Bible and
our rabbinic sources, sustained the cord
that connected us not only with our
origins, but with the very foundation
of holiness. h our use of Hebrew -the
holy language - something holy and
elevated is stirred within us, in a way
that the vernacular does not manage to
achieve. You may argue that using
Hebrew as a kind of mantra, which one
does not understand, smacks of a bit of
magic in our service. It gives it a
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flavour of mystery and confines its
meaning to an elite. And if we want to
include people in our services, then
surely we should make them more
accessible,

and

not

less

so?

The fact is that Hebrew cannot
simply be exchanged for another
language as though the word
`salvation' is equal in value to the

Hebrew word ); 'sfeafczfe. One carries

with it connotations derived from
Christian theology, while the Hebrew
resonates with the image of the
Israelites crossing the Sea of Reeds,
literally of their `rescue' from Egypt.
Only Hebrew can cany something of
the essence of Judaism, of its ideas,
beliefs and history. That is what the
Sages implied when they said that the
day on which the Bible was translated
into Greek, was like the day on which
the Golden Calf was made. How can
the Torah lend itself to adequate
translation?
That is the argument for an
intensification of Hebrew knowledge.
But the reality, we all know, is
somewhat different. Unless we have
recourse to translations, then vast tracts
of our tradition are closed to us. We are
dependent on the translations and
interpretations of others. One last

passage about the Sages demonstrates
that dependence not on scholars for
understanding, but of a simple
maidservant in Rabbi Judah the
Prince's household. The Babylonian
Talmud (Rosh Hashanah 26b) gives
five examples of where the Rabbis
were having difficulty translating
certain words or passages from the
Hebrew Bible. Instead of going to their
teacher, they overheard certain
conversations by the maidservant
which shed light on the meaning of
those words. And in the final and fifth
example given in the Talmud, the
illumination comes from an Arab: `The
Rabbis did not know what was meant
by "Cast upon the Lord thy }/efec!i/ and
he shall sustain you" (Psalm 55:23).
Said Rabbah b. Bar Hanah: One day I
was traveling with an Arab and was
caITying a load and he said to me, Lift
up your )/e¢crv @urden) and put it on
one of the camels. '
What are these examples telling us?
It is not a Rabbi or sage or even a Jew
who Clarifies the meaning of these

phrases for us - but a woman, a
maidservant, an Arab. The scholars of
the rabbinic period went to the
margins, into exile, they engaged with
people not like themselves in order to
understand
something
about
themselves - their language, their
ideas, their impact on the world.
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are in Aramaic or Greek.' p. 51. See also the

Unless we have
recourse to
translations , then
vast tracts Of our

tradition are
closed to us.
That says a great deal to us about
where we might find understanding
about ourselves. Translation occurs on
the margins, it is not an exact reflection
of what the Hebrew means, it is an
interpretation through a different lens
and from the perspective of a different
culture. Hebrew is what connects us
most profoundly with our history and
religion. But translation, which has
often been seen as a tool of
colonialization, can also be a model of
what we can achieve with others who
are different from us - a recognition of
our differences, but an acceptance that
actually we have huge difficulty when
it comes to interpreting and
understanding ourselves. That is why
the encounters with others at the
margins of our community are so
important; they reflect back to us
something of what we really are, not
idealized, nor demeaned, a people who
carry a heavy burden of persecution
and suffering, but whose load is also
the precious heritage of a religious
faith and its.values. It took the Arab in
the story to show the Jew that he could
lift up his burden and put it on one of
the camels and so lighten his own

jouney I

chapter entitled `The Greek Torah' where
Bickerman relates the tradition of how the
Torah was translated into Greek under Ptolemy
11 Philadelphus.
4Deuteronomy 1 :5

5 Habbakuk 2:2 would seem to verify this usage

of the Hebrew term be 'er - `to make distinct,
or plain': `Then the Lord answered me and
said: Write the vision; make it plain on tablets,
so that a runner may read it. . . '
6M.Sotah 7:7

7See for example Loring W. Batten, 2lfae

International Critical Commentary, Ez:ra and
IveAemj.c}fe, eds. S.R. Driver, A. Plummer, CA.

Briggs (Edinburgh, I 949) who understands the
subject of the reading to be Ezra alone, but
argues that the rest of the verse is so obscure
that there is nc) certainty as to its meaning.
8Batten on Nehemiah 8:8 refers to the LXX:
`And he taught and instructed them in the

knowledge of Yahweh, and the people
understood at the reading.' On the basis of
Ezra 4:18, Batten argues that the word for
`distinctly' may be rendered `in translafion'.
`"/ortzsA must define the means by which the
people understood. The obscure clause may
mean `and the translator set forth the
meanings'. See also Jacob M. Myers, Z7ze
Anchor Bible, Ezra Nehemiah, IntTodrction,
Translation and Notes O*ow York.196Sb Trfuo
reads in /orc7sfa as `in translation' but refers to
the debate between Schaeder, JraeHz-scjze
Bez./rczcger and G. von Rad wbo raises
questions about it.
9Leviticus 24:12 and Numbers 15:34.

'°See A. van der Kooij, `Nehemiah 8:8 and the

Question of the `Targum' tradition, in G..
Norton and S. Pisano (eds.) rrczdj.#-o7z oLf rfeg

Text: Studies Offered to Dominique BarthElzny
in Celebration Of his 70"' Birthday (0803 Tee-3
Goettingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht.
1991 ) pp. 79-80 where the author examines all
possible understandings of the verb 7%oronas:fr
and concludes that `Neh. 8:8 does not testify

to a `targum'-tradition'. Ezra or the Le`|ies
are reading the Law `clearly and plainky',
perhaps with a degree of interpretation.

'`Steven D. Fraade, `Rabbinic Views on ifee

Practice of Targum, and Multilingralism in
the Jewish Galilee of the Third-Sin€b
Centuries' in L.I. Levine (ed), Z7ze Ga7z7ee in
fczfe j4#/j.gz{z.f}J (New York: The Jewisb

Theological Seminary of America.1992k p?gp
254.
12|bid., Fraade,1992.

`3 The same Mishnah allows the Scroll to be rez±fl
I In rabbinic texts, the term /'s¢ojc Acz-hoc7esfe is

used to refer to Hebrew. Seth Schwartz argues
that, although it is usually translated as `holy
tongue', originally it probably referred to
`temple language'.
Seth Schwartz, `Language, Power and Identity
in Ancient Palestine,' Past and Present,148,I,
(1995), 33-34 and n. 73.

2Steven D. Fraade, `Scripture, Targum, and
Talmud as Instruction: A Complex Textual
Story from the S!/rcr' in J. Magness and
Seymour Gitin (eds.) Hesed Ve-Emet: Studies
in Honor Of Ernest S. Frerichs (Schola,Ispress,
Atlanta, Georgia) 109-121
3 Elias J. Bickerman, 77ze /ews z.# Jfac Greeki4ge

(Harvard University Press, 1988). In the

chapter on `Aramaic Literature' Bickerman
argues that Aramaic was probably the `mother
tongue' of the Jewish diaspora. `Without
contemporary evidence it is impossible to say
how far and in what manner Aramaic crowded
out Hebrew in pre-Maccabean Jerusalem. It is
noteworthy, however, that the funerary
inscriptions of earlier Jewish settlers in
Alexandria, who were frequently Palestinians,

in a foreign tongue to those who apeal: a
foreign tongue, thus apparently re`-ealing a
somewhat ambivalent attitude towards -fie
translationofthetextintoanyotherlan=pBZL~cp_
14¥.Meg.1:9
15¥. Megillah 1:9, 71C

]6 See for example M. Sotah 1 :2, b. Hag. I Eb ZEE

16a. Of course the word is used in ofiar
contexts to refer to sz.fre!. Torch - `the sieenEis
of the Law' (Y. Ket. 5, 29d) and the ginii]g ®f
charity in secret (8. Bava Batra 9b9, bH± -ifeese

is equal evidence to account for the Tore
referring to acts that God would prefer Bo± be
made public through translationo as i`-=H as
meritorious acts.
'7P.S. Alexander, `The Rabbinic Lis-is ®f

Forbidden Targumim,' Jot/77zaJ oLf Fg?gig_a
S/I/c7z.es, 27, (1976),177-191.
18B.Sam. 97b,
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contirmed from page 17
something eternal, when we feel that
we are linked with God and that he
is our God. And he is our God, as the
phrase has it, if we love him, if we
find through him our trust and
humility, our courage and our peace,
if we lay ourselves open in our
innermost being to his revelation and
commandment. That is why Judaism
speaks so little of religious doctrine
and confessions of faith but speaks
rather of the living God who is God
to every man. Only thus does the
idea of a God become a religious
one, only thus does it gain its
religious strength. To know of this
One God, in whom all things find
meaning, to bear witness to him, to
trust in him, to find shelter in him, to
believe in him - that is what Israel

taught mankind and that constitutes
the monotheism which its prophets
gave to the world.'
Here we may ask to what extent has
the numinous, ineffable spirituality of
our age overshadowed the rationalist
position. It certainly seems everyone is
searching for it. Our liturgy reflects it,
our rituals express it, our chanting and
wordless melodies enhance the
experience of it. And yet have we
opened ourselves and our synagogues
to the mystical as Baeck would have
us? Despite our feelings of the
inadequacy of rationalism, I am not
sure we have embraced mysticism in
our thinking or in our practice. Baeck
seems to go further than many of us
when he says:
`Every "thou shalt" is confronted
with another word which introduces
it and simultaneously replies to it another word which is at the same
time the word of mystery: "Thus
saith the Lord". Ethics is here rooted
in the profundity of living
experience, and it is significant that
in the Hebrew language of the
Middle Ages the same word is used
to designate an ethical disposition
and a mystical absorption. The
history of Judaism from ancient
times to the present could be written
as a history of mysticism; and the
history of Judaism from its origins
until now could also be written as a
history of "the Law" - and it would
be the same history. And for the
most part it would be the history of
the same men. Many of the most
influential and decisive teachers of
the law have been mystics; for
example, the author of the oft-cited
Sl"lhan Arulth:6
And so we come to Baeck's
twofoldness which is a predominant
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Baeckhinself.was
personally observant
but his views Of Torch
do not necessarily
provide a motivation
fior rich Jewish
observcmce

particularly Of

he ritual and
symbolic Jind.
feature of his theology. A combination
where a rationalist ethically perceived
God is necessary but not sufficient for
a religious identity. A religious
consciousness that has the possibility
of reaching the deepest root of
religiosity. These two are bound
together to profoundly impact on the
ways in which a Jew lives and acts.
Baeck seeks to understand Torah
therefore as a revelation of God's

purpose both in commanding the Moral
Law and in providing an experience of
the special relationship with God. For
Baeck, Law (Gesetz) becomes
Commandment (Gebot) when the
Jewish People carry out their mission
as a kingdom of Priests and a Holy
Nation:
`With the Hebrew religion an

entirely new formative principle
appeared among mankind. In the
history of religions it stands for a
revelation or, what is the same thing,
a revolution, and as such it has been

one of the most powerful forces of
civilization and become a world
religion.'7

The revolution which is ongoing is a
way to break from all that came before
and set in place a human society based
on a perception of one God and one
moral authority. Baeck valued the
notion of the choseness of the Jewish
People to have been at the source of
this Revelation (Revolution) and to
continue to promote it by loyally
adhering to its mission. Torah is
therefore a means to carry out that
mission and acts both as a
particularistic device within the Jewisb
religion and a universal message for.
all. Baeck divides the eternal
Commandments from the temporal
ones by asserting that Commandments
come from God and law comes fi-om
humanity. God's commandments
however are all ethical and universal in
essence. Law is subject to tbe
particularity of any one religious
tradition and is timebound for the
generations in whicb it is formulated.
The law could be changed especially if
it resulted in actually revealing God's
Command
more
clearly
and
effectively.
Baeck also sees Torah as a means of
enabling Jews to serve God and
continue their devotion to Judaism and
its high ideals. Keeping Jewisb law
therefore allows the People to suIvi`-e
history, to be One People on a universal
mission as well as encouraging the
building of Jewish community.
Torah is a means to an end. Is the
end therefore the only important aapect
or do the means of getting there
actually matter? Baeck himself i`7as
personally observant but his vieThs of
Torah do not necessarily provide a
motivation for rich Jewish obselTance
particularly of the ritual and symboHc
kind. There is a tension here betR-een
the universal ideal of the rational and
religious consciousness and historical
reality of a distinct People. Tbe Jewiin
religion is therefore also a means to an
end.

`This religion can be said to hal-e a

twofold history - the history ®f
Jewish thought as affecting the Jei`s
themselves and the history of that
thought and its results in other
religions and in the world. There foe
Jewish faith has manifested its Eire
and its power, working like lea[-en
and exerting a compelling infkence.
It has read in it a commission and
call to give voice to the mozal
conception of minority, to the idea
Rabbi Dr Leo Baeck and
Mr Raymond Goldman

that justice is really justice oal5T

continued on nd pfage
2E

when the few and the weak share in
it. The importance of the religion of
Israel lies not in its extensive but in
its intensive aspect, not in its
geographical expansion but in its
living power. It has never been able
to boast large numbers, but it has
been the most influential religious
principle in the world.'8

It was the Prophets to whom Baeck
tuned when he wanted to deinonstrate
the highest ideals of the human spirit,
moral champions but infused with a
divine passion and pathos. Would that
we could all be like them.
Which leads us finally to consider
Baeck's view of the Jewish People
itself. Drawing upon Yehudah Halevi,
Baeck espouses the prophetic quality
of the People as identified with ethical
monotheism. Baeck understood that for
a Jew to exist is a Commandment.
Israel is to serve humanity as witnesses
to a universal mission. He sees us
uniquely pledged to God and universal
humanity. He moves from the Essence
to the existence of the People, a subject
much discussed in his last book entitled
This People Israel. Here he exp\atns
the Jewish People in terms of their
mission and their religious insight. His
teacher in Berlin, Wilhelm Dilthey, had
taught him that the history of a People
was a manifestation of a spirit kept
alive by the loyalty and transmission
from one generation to another. This
empathetic view of history is a basis
for a theological understanding of the
Jewish People. This was a higb
expectation of the People and an
embodiment of a noble and faithful
spirit full of the national idealism of
the Prussian Empire.
For Baeck, having one unified
People was the only way to understand
the essential nature of the reason for
being Jewish. Though he was a staunch
advocate of Progressive Judaism,
throughout his life he promoted the
idea of One Judaism:
`We are Progressive, liberal Jews

not for the sake of Progressive,
Liberal Judaism but for the sake of
Judaism, of Judaism as a whole. In
all groupings of Jewry and spheres
of Judaism we have too much little
Judaism - a Judaism which exhausts
itself in belonging to .a congregation
and which in such service deems to
have fulfilled its share of Jewish
duty. Judaism cannot live without
the Jewish congregation but the
congregation is not the ultimate
purpose. It is not an end in itself. It is

there for the sake of Judaism, for the
sake of the great Jewish whole. The
rabbi certainly is the rabbi of the
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congregation and must serve it with
devotion, love and loyalty but must
never forget to be a rabbi of Judaism,
as it were a rabbi of the whole Jewish
people.'9

His views on Zionism are known in
the context of the anti-Zionist feelings
of the German Reform Movement.
Being neutral on where Judaism was to
be the leavening influence, he did not
take sides on the Zionist debate but
rather afflmied the right of others to do

Baeck sow evil as a
misuse Of human

freedom. It was
human responsibility
that was a God given
endowment, so
removing it could
only lead to the
worst excesses Of
human oruelty.
so. He visited Israel and supported the
Refomi Movement's early attempts to
gain a religious foothold. His oft
quoted idea of the ellipse in Jewish
history where two centres of Jewish

power vie for authority describes many
of the historical Jewish periods. By the
time he was writing in the 1950s, the
ellipse had Israel and the USA at its
polar ends. Europe was now a
weakened entity in the middle.
It has often been asked what was
Baeck's attitude to evil. Baeck was
very clear and expressed his views in
the 1920s which were not to change
despite the experience of Auschwitz.
Baeck saw evil as a misuse of human
freedom. It was human responsibility
that was a God given endowment, so
removing it could only lead to the
worst excesses of human cruelty. It
came as no suxprise to Baeck that
tuning aside from the Gebot would
turn humanity upside down.
`Who made known to the world the

mystery of the Eternal, the One God?
Who imparted to the world the
comprehension of purity of conduct
and purity of family life?
Who taught the world respect for
man, created in the image of God?
Who spoke of the Commandments
of righteousness, of social justice?
In all this we see manifest the spirit

of the prophets, the divine revelation
to the Jewish people. It grew out of
our Judaism and it is still growing.
By these facts we repel the insults
flung at us. ' '°

Baeck taught in the Theresienstadt
concentration camp, not just Jewish
subjects but Greek Philosophy and
German literature. In doing so, he
fulfilled the very idea of being a Jew to offer hope and optimism, to rise
above the moral and physical squalor
and to teach about the highest
aspirations of humanity. By this act,
more than any other, he chose to stand
apart and to fulfil his duty to the
Commandment. In his own words:
`Much,
perhaps
everything,
depended on whether one stood this
test, that the individual in one
remained alive as an individual and
continued to
recognize the
individual in the other. ' 1 1

In reviewing Baeck through these
three prisms, we have reviewed some
of the essentials of a faith born in the
German enlightenment, tempered in
the fires of the First World War and
filtered throrigh the experience of the
Shoah. Baeck's God demands a moral
way of life and is known through the
mystical experience, Baeck's Torah is
everchanging and revealing whilst
Baeck's Israel is a unified People living
out a message as 7„e7zscfee79. Morals,
mystery and 772e77Sche77 are his legacy

to us. Baeck himself seemed to be able
to bind them together in his own soul
and as such became the model for his
own theology. Though many will have
sought to follow his lead in all those
places where his name was a household
word, we have yet to have a God, Torah
and Israel quite the like the ones he

cherished I
]E.B.Borowitz (1983), Cfeoz.ces I.7® A4loc7er#

Jen/I.sfa ffao"g¢J, Behrman House, NY. pp5374; A.H.Friedlander (1973), Leo Bczec4..

Teacher Of Theresienstadl, Tlttm:a.n Tjlbldry,
London. See also L.Baker (1978), Dctys o/

Sorrow and Pain: Leo Baeck and the Berlin
t/ews, Oxford University Press.
2Leo Ba.eck.. God and Man in Judaism pp24~25
3M.:Meyer (2.006) Rabbi Dr Baeck's legacy to
Prog7.essz.ve JztcJczz.s" , unpublished paper given

to the International Rabbinic Conference,
LBC, 2006.

4Leo Baeck:. God and Man in Judaism pp24-2,5
5Leo Baeck:. The Essence Of Judaism, pp97 -98
6Essays by Leo Baeck: J#daj.sr" ci#d
Christianity pp\75-\76
7 Leo Baleck:. God and Man in Judaism p.9
8Leo Beleck.. God and Man in Judaism pp] 6-77
9 Presidential Address at the 1946 International

World Union Conference held in London.
'°Communal prayer written for Yom Kippur,
1935. Later banned by the Nazis
t' `Life in a Concentration Camp', March 1946
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WrHy I CoULD NOT
FINISH HOWARD
|AC0BSON'S NEW BOOK

THE
ANDIE

KALOORI NIGHTS
by Howard Jacobson
Published by Jonathan Cape,

NEWMAN

London, 2006, ISBN 9780224078658,

BOOK PAGE

HAVE A CONFESSION TO
make. I did not fini ish reading this
I novel.pp.480,
This confessicm
hb, £17.99
may rule out
my opinion for you and I quite
understand if, in turn, you do not finish
reading my review. My reason for not
finishing the book is pertinent: I found
it impossible to read. The `action' there is not much action takes place in
Crumpsall Park, Greater Manchester, in
the 1950s where the protagonist and
first person narrator, Max Glickman is
growing up. He is a Jewish kid growing
up in a Jewish neighbourhood and the
universe of the novel is exclusively
dedicated to the notion of being Jewish.
Every single page is laden with the
weight of Holocaust memory, antiSemitism and inherited anxiety. For me
it was simply too much - a neurotic
binge which showed no sign of ending.
The initial promise of a plot vanished
almost as soon as it appeared. Jacobson

`the most Jewish novel ever written by

anyone anywhere'. I do not doubt that
Jacobson's understanding of the
`unbearable Jewishness of being' is

remarkable, but his touch was too heavy
and unrelenting for me to persevere
with his novel/diatribe.
AN

pp.464 , hb, £14.99

I A TITLE TO DESCRIBE
life in Jerusalem at the height
of the second Intifada. If only
I had known where heaven was, it
would probably have been easier to
reach. I read this book to see what a nonIsraeli, a UN representative, had to say
about one of the most difficult years we
have had in Israel. For me, Jerusalem
during those years evoked a mixture of
love and hate, frustration, happiness,
closeness, and extreme difficulty with
what was happening to us as a people
and as a country. I expected to be
`named and shamed', but Emma

JEVISH SPIRITUAL DIRECTION :
AN INNOVATIVE GUIDE FROM
TRAI)ITIONAL AND
CONTEMPORARY SOURCES
by Howard A. Addison and Barbara
Eve Breitmanm, Published by Jewish
Lights Publishing, Vemont, 2006,

ROOTS
JEVISH FAMILY
by Edward Gelles
Published by Vallentine Mitchell,
London, 2006,

ISBN: 9781580232302,

ISBN: 9780853036807,

pp.320, hb, £45.00

EWISH GENEALOGY HAS

never been so popular as today. For
family history research has never
been so easy with the internet fast
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2006, ISBN: 9780747583714,

PRACTICAL

AN ANCIENT LINEAGE:
EUROPEAN ROOTS OF A

becoming the first port of call for both
amateur and professional researchers.
I started my investigations in the
early 1970s before computers were in
almost everyone's living room, and I
began with the oral histories of my
four grandparents. Edward Gelles, a
prolific writer and contributor to
several genealogical journals, has
compiled a book of some forty articles
describing in great detail his seven year
labour of love as he researched the

by Emma Williams. Published by
Bloomsbury Publishing, London,

Williams succeeds in bringing into her
book the stories of people from both
sides of Jerusalem, fi.om both sides of
the green line. With honesty, genuine
care and a will to understand, she speaks
to a soldier who serves in the teITitories,
to Palestinians living in East Jerusalem,
to cafe owners, generals, high school
kids and more. She brings to life the
complexity of living in Israel, in
Jerusalem, longing for peace, being
terrified to go to cafes and struggling
with occupation from both sides of the
fence.
MK

himself described Kcz/oofaz. IVz.gfats as

J

JERUSALEM
IT'S EASIER TO REACH HEAVEN
THAN THE END OF THE
STREET.. A JEHUSAIEM MEMOIR

lives of the Gelles, Griffel, Wahl,
Chajes, Safier, Loew, and Taube
families, stretching back into the mists
of Jewish time and place. Gelles had
the enomious advantage of having
many rabbis, teachers and prominent
merchants as forebears. That meant
making connections within his family
trees was somewhat easier than it is for
the average genealogist. Sadly the book
has no index which makes the task of
fellow researchers frustrating.
DJ

IS BOOK TRIES TO DRAW
igether those involved in
fering spiritual
paths to Jews in
T pp.327,
hb, £15.31
the twenty-first century. Generally we
associate spirituality and spiritual
direction with Christian traditions. Here
we are offered a variety of useful and
insightful articles exploring the Jewish
traditionof`spiritualdirections'.Though
the book acknowledges that this is still
anevolvingarea,itmanagestorootitself
in thousands of years of practice. It is
full of practical ideas, as well as
traditional and innovative exercises,
from a wide range of authors. They
embrace social action and traditional
texts as well as dance and poetry as
paths towards hearing the Holy.
DY
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A patriotic funeral in Warsaw during the turmoil Of 1861, Progressive Jewish ministers, the traaitionalist
Chiof Rabbi and Archbishop Of Warsc[w.

BEYOND THE `PEYOT' REFORM IN POLISH JEWRY

M

ODERN JUDAISM IS
profoundly influenced by an
image of the life of Jews in
the Eastern Europe of the past. It is a
region that once formed the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth, embracing
present-day Poland, Lithuania, Latvia,
Belarus and Ukraine.
The image is of a community rigidly
maintaining religious tradition and
culturally isolated from hostile and
oppressive surroundings. The image is
only partly true. For the Jews of those
lands were, from the end of the
eighteenth century, faced by the
challenges of modemity and adapted
to them, among others, by moderate
religious reforms.
Because a great part of European
and American Jewry has its roots in the
lands of Eastern Europe, it tends to
look at the cultural traditions of those
lands as authentic Judaism. Progressive
Judaism can confidently proclaim that
it is also part of those traditions.
While the challenges of modemity,
and the Jewisb responses to them,
affected all lands of Eastern Europe
and deserve discussion, this account
focuses on Poland. A separate
consideration of Poland is essential,
because the processes of adaptation to
modemity there were distinctive by
virtue of their engagement with the
Polish language, culture and national
ideals.

Poland has a most significant place
in Jewish history. It is there that Jewish
settlement in Eastern Europe began, it
is in Poland that it had its Golden Age,
it is there that much Jewish thought
developed. Finally, it was Poland that
was chosen by the Germans as the
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Ludwik Finkelstein
killing ground of European Jewry. The
history of polisb Jewry deserves better
understanding.
In
this
better
understanding Jewish religious reform
in Poland must not be forgotten.
The term Polish lands, rather than
Poland, is used in this historical
context, because the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth disappeared towards
the end of the eighteenth century
partitioned between the neighbouring
powers.
Napoleonic
upheavals
followed. Eventually, the Congress of
Vienna in 1815 divided the Polish

lands among Russia, Prussia and
Austria. Central Poland passed to
Russia, as a partly autonomous
Kingdom of poland. The Southern part

of the Commonwealth remained with
Austria as the Kingdom of Galicia and
Lodomeria. Prussia retained the
Western Polish lands. Polish-Jewish
communities came under the authority
of the three partitioning empires. But
Poland did not perish as a cultural
entity
or
lose
its
national
consciousness. Its Jewish communities
also retained, to some extent, their
sense of Polishness.
The challenges of modemity that
affected the Jews were the influence of
Enlightenment, economic and social
changes and the endeavours of

governments to eradicate Jewish
separateness.

Notwithstanding the restrictions
under which Jews lived, there
developed a small, but significant class
of wealthy merchants, financiers and

industrialists
as
well
as
an
intelligentsia.
They adapted to
modemity by acquiring a degree of
secular education, adopting to some

extent the language, dress and manners
of the country, and seeking to integrate
into its political and social life. Their
new culture led them to seek modified
forms of Jewish worship.
They were concentrated in the major
towns and were a small proportion of
Polish Jewry, the majority of which
remained traditional. But they were
influential by virtue of their wealth,
social position and standing in wider
society.

In major towns they founded congregations with a reformed form of
service. The reforms were moderate.
The temper of the community and
government restrictions prevented
radicalism. The reforms consisted
generally of the maintenance of order
and decorum in the service, the introduction of a cantor and choir, and
above all of a sermon in German, or
Polish. They generally described themSelves as Par/epoi^o/, or Progressive.
The change consisted, above all, in
the men who were chosen as leaders of
the reforming congregations. They
were men who combined traditional
Jewish learning with an advanced
academic education. Many were
scholars of world standing. Most took
an active part in the political affairs of
the country with skill and courage.
The confidence of the progressive
congregations was made manifest by
the imposing buildings of their
synagogues. They were representative
symbols of the Jewish community to
the outside world.
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Religious reforms in Polish lands
were influenced by the example of
Jewish reforms in Germany. German
was the initial language of sermons in
a number of synagogues. Progressive
Jews later came to adopt the Polish
language and culture.
The Polish nation generally did not
accept subjection to the partitioning
powers. The enlightened Jewish elite
generally supported the Polish national
cause. The motivation was a belief that

The Jewish
progressive elite was
actively engaged in
the insurrections that
broke out against the
Tsar in the Kingdom

it was the cause of freedom and
equality. Jewish idealists hoped that a
restored Poland would grant Jews the
acceptance they had enjoyed in the
Polish Golden Age. They shared this
belief with some eminent traditionalist
leaders.

The Jewish progressive elite was
actively engaged in the insurrections
that broke out against the Tsar in the
Kingdom of Poland in 1830 and 1863
and the revolutionary turmoil that

preceded the latter. They suffered the
consequences of the failure of these
revolts. `In the intense Russification

that followed the defeat of the 1863
rising they remained steadfast in their
adherence to Polish language and
culture.
In Galicia too the progressive Jewish
communities tended in general to
support the Polish cause.
With the defeat of the 1863 rising in
the Kingdom of Poland, Poles
despaired of regaining freedom and
unity by armed struggle. They
abandoned the endeavour to rebuild the
multi-ethnic commonwealth. They
retreated into a narrow nationalism,

generally hostile to Jews. Enlightened
Jewish circles reacted to this by turning

Of Poland in 183o
and 1863 and the

revolutionary turmoil
that preceded the
latter. They surf fered
the consequences Of
the f;dilure Of these
revolts. In the intense

Russif ication that
f;ollowed the dof;eat Of
the 1863 rising they
remained steadif ;ast

in their adherence
to Polish language
and culture.

towards an affilmation of Jewish ethnic
identity. They tuned in significant
numbers towards Zionist ideals. This

affected the orientation of the
progressive Jewish congregations,
although Polish culture remained a
significant influence.
Two institutions were of particular
importance to reforms of Judaism in
the Kingdom of Poland.
One was the Rabbinical School of
Warsaw, founded in 1826, and
governed and maintained by the state.
Its aim was the education and training
of rabbis and teachers, who in addition
to a Jewish education acquired a
knowledge of Polish and secular
subjects. They were intended to lead
the enlightenment and integration of
Polish Jewry. The School was never an
effective rabbinical seminary. It
developed into an excellent secondary
school providing a combination of
Jewish and secular education. It
contributed to the development of
religious reform of Judaism in Poland
by educating a lay elite, who became

leaders of the Jewish Enlightenment
acculturation and religious change.
The other institution of Jewish

reform was the Great Synagogue of
Warsaw, inaugurated in 1878 in a
splendid building in Tlomackie. It was
formed by the merger of two
progressive congregations, one tracing
its origins to 1802. The Great
Synagogue became a centre of Jewish
religious reform. It had religion classes
for Jewish pupils of general schools

and a society for the promotion of
advanced Talmudic studies. It
established in 1880 a major Jewish
scholarly library.

Galicia was the vanguard of the
Jewish Enlightenment in Eastern
Europe pioneering modern Jew-ish
thought and Hebrew literature. This
adoption of new viewpoints was a
break with tradition and was
strenuously opposed by the established
religious authorities. It was the firfe
step towards religious reform.

With the advance of modemity
progressive
synagogues
w'ere
established in major towns. One Th-as
founded in Lwow in the 1840s. It i+-as

German in cultural orientation till
1901. Its first rabbi, Dr Abraham Kchn,
having been appointed town ral]bi by
the state authorities was poisoned b5J a
Jewish assassin in protest. A sinilar
progressive synagogue was established
in Krakow and took a determined
Polish stance.

Lrvov Progressive Synagogue
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As a result of internal teusious and
external pressures the Austrian Empie
continued on neat page
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instituted major changes. It granted
autonomy to Galicia in 1867, placing
its internal government in the hands of
Poles. Jews were granted full
emancipation. The result was a great
increase in Jews receiving a general
education and adapting to the Polish
language and culture.
The Polish lands taken by Prussia
were historically the cradle of .the
Polish nation and state. The Jewish
communities of those lands were an
integral part of the Jewry of the old
Commonwealth. But after the
Partitions the Jews of those lands
adapted' rapidly to Geman culture and
integrated into the German Jewry.
Their fate thereafter has to be
considered part of the history of
German Jews.
Poland was reconstituted as an
independent state after the en.d of the
first World War. It united the ethnic
Polish lands, although it also
incorporated
substantial
ethnic
minorities.

The Jewry of Poland shared the
economic difficulties of the country
and was subjected to much anti-Jewish
pressure. But it developed a lively

cultural and political life, in which the
progressive congregations took part.
The centre of Jewish life moved to
Warsaw, the capital of the country. But
men from Galicia, who had benefited
from the advantages of a university
education under the liberal Austrian
regime, had much influence.
An Institute for Jewish Studies, at
university level was founded in Warsaw
in 1925. It later ordained rabbis.
Some leaders of the progressive

congregations gained high influence in
the community and the state. Two may
be given as examples.
One of them was Mojzesz Schorr,
the rabbi of the progressive Great
Synagogue in Warsaw. Born in
Galicia, he was educated in the
Universities of Lwow and Vienna and
ordained as a rabbi in Vienna. He
became a noted scholar and Professor
at the University of warsaw. He served
in the Polish Senate.

The other was Rabbi Dr Ozjasz
Thon, the minister of the progressive
synagogue in Krakow. He was one of
the founders of the Zionist movement.
He served in the Polish Parliament as a
leader of the Jewish members and was

highly regarded and influential.
The progressive communities of
Poland shared the fate of the remainder
of Polish Jewry in the Holocaust. The
fate of Warsaw is illustrative. The
Great Synagogue was blown up by the
Germans as a symbol of triumph at the
end of the Ghetto RIsing in 1943. Its
rabbi, Mojzesz Schorr, fleeing from the
advancing Germans in 1939, fell into
the hands of Soviet forces, who had
invaded Poland in collaboration with
the Nazis. He was imprisoned and died
in a Soviet camp.
The Jewish survivors of the
Holocaust in Poland fled the country in
the face of Jew-hatred stoked up by the
Germans and exploited by the
Communist regime that followed.
A new progressive community has
recently been founded in Warsaw. Let

us pray for a better future .
PROFESSOR LUDWIK FINKELSTEIN
ODE: is Research Fellow in Jewish History and
Thought at Leo Baeck College. He is an alumnus
Of the College, from which he graduated with an
MA and a PhD. The article is based on a Lecture
at the College jointly sponsored by the Leo
Baeck College and the Institute for Polish
Jewish Studies.

Model of the Great Synagogue (Reform) in Warsaw
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Memorial to the British volunteers Of the Spanish Civil War (London's South Bank)

THEY FOUGHT IN SPAIN
Ross Bradshaw

I

F ONE TEw DOEs soi\mTHING
thereisamajorfeatureintheJewz.£¢
Cfero72z.c/e, two Jews and anti-

Semites show an interest, three Jews
and a range of competing books come
out on the subject.
This old joke does not apply to Jews
in the Spanish Civil War, volunteers
for the anti-Franco Republican side.
There have been thousands of books in
English on the Civil War, which ran
fi.om 1936-1939, yet barely a mention

of the Jewish presence. And there were
a lot more than three Jews... of the
45,000 or so volunteers from 55
countries who fought in the
International Brigade at least 7,000 and
probably 10,000 were Jewish. Of the
2,000 volunteers from the UK at least
200 were Jewish. Of these, between 40
and 50 were killed.I

Exact numbers are difficult as names
alone do not always reveal the ethnicity
of the person. And many travelled to
Spain illegally, or under false names.
What we do know is that the first
and last casualties from the Brigade
were Jewish, and that from Poland
about half of the Brigadiers were Jews
- including the Yiddish speaking
Botwin Company, from Romania
virtually all, and from Palestine came
some 300 to 500 members of the
Palestine Communist Party. They
joined members of Hapoel who were
already in Spain for the Workers'
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Olympiad. Jewish numbers were
particularly high in the American
Abraham Lincoln Brigade and in the
medical services, with Yiddish being
the lingua franca among surgeons and
nurses.

These intemationalist Jews were
people like Lionel Jacobs, whose father
was a founder member of the British
Communist Party, whose brother was
Juli Jacobs, founder of the Jewish.
People's Council. Lionel had fought
Oswald Mosley's fascists on the streets
of London, and saw the Spanish War
as a continuation of that fight. Jacobs
was captured and as a tailor made
clothes in prison from rags for other
inmates. After the war he became a
leading trade unionist in Nottingham.
Just before his death, in the
Nottingham Jewish old people' s home,
he remarked `1 would do the same
again. You have to do what your
conscience dictates.' His last word to
me was `Salud!', the Republican
greeting, given with the clenched fist
salute.

Some of the Jewish volunteers
played down their Jewishness. Not so
Brigadier Maurice Levine, a cutter in
the clothing trade, one of eleven
children from Cheetham Hill in
Manchester. In his long out of print
autobiography, Cheetham Hill to
Cordoba, he described his attendance
at the Kovno s¢/z.eb/ in Manchester,

being active in the Jewish Lads
Brigade, and being sacked from a job
for punching an anti-Semite.2
Nor did American Abe Osheroff
play down his Jewishness. He began
his political activism in the Great
Depression, once being caught and
beaten by the police who called him a
`dirty, communist Jew bastard'.

Osheroff remarked later `all of which
was true, except for the bastard part'.
Like most of the volunteers Osheroff
continued his active life on the left
after the Spanish War, volunteering to
fight in the Second World War, working for civil rights in Mississippi in the
1960s, where his car was blown up,
working in Nicaragua in the 1980s,
and, from 2003, against the war in Iraq.
Other campaigners included the
British Alf Sainsbury, who campaigned
against the word `mongol' being used
to describe those with Down's Syndrome, as being insulting to those with
Down's, and to Mongolians. Nobody
uses that word now. A handful of
volunteers did not stay on the left including Alfred Sherman, who became
a leading Thatcherite and became Sir
Alfred on Margaret Thatcher' s recommendation. At Sheman's death, in a
nice touch, the lnternational Brigades
Memorial Trust took an advertisement
in the communist A4or77z.72g Sfc!r, com-

memorating his contribution to the
Civil War.
Some volunteers were very much
aware of the history of Jews in Spain.
Moris Komblum certainly knew that
Converso stone masons carved stars of
David on cathedrals they were working
on: `As a kind of resistance. To say
that they had been there, that they had
lived in Spain. That this is Jewish
history.' Osheroff, again, `1 came to
Spain to fight for a country that in
1492 barbecued my people.' He felt
that `History would be a very different
beast if the Spanish Jews had not been
expelled in the first place.' Others go
further back into Jewish history.
Wilfred (Mendy) Mendelson, writing
to his father on June 22,1938: `Today

Jews are returning welcomed by the
entire Spanish people to fight the
modem Inquisition, and in many cases
the direct descendants of the ancient
persecution.. . Yes, Pop, I am sure we
are flghting in the best Maccabean
tradition.' Mendy was killed one
month later.3

Jews were active worldwide in Aid
to Spain campaigns. Henry Suss, who
died the day before I wrote this article,
collected in Cheetham. He described
how 60-70 per cent of Jewish
households gave, every weekend for
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two years. His father, a minor official
in a local shul, gave 10 per cent of his
meagre pension during that period.
Suss was another activist in the
tailoring unions. There are photos of
him still demonstrating, against the war
in Iraq, in his wheelchair.4 The London
Arbeiter RIng/Workmen's Circle sent
a two ton truck to Spain and sent
thousands of cigarettes to the Jewisb
Botwin Company. Jacob Epstein was
one of many Jewish artists who
donated work for art sales for Spain.
The anarchist Emma Goldman
organized a tour of Spanish artists.
Meanwhile Sidney Silverman, then a
solicitor, later the MP who brought in
the bill to abolish the death penalty in
this country, took legal action to prevent
shipments of nitrates from Britain to
the fascist forces. Other Jewish figures
involved included the Hungarian-born
war photographer Robert Capa.
Time after time Jewish activists
remarked how they saw Spain as the
front line against fascism. After all,
Hitler and Mussolini both supported
Franco with weapons and troops. The
Francoist General de Llano, in a radio
broadcast in October 1936, said `Our
war is not a Spanish Civil War, it is a

war of western civilization against the
Jews of the entire world.' The fascist
press referred to `Jews, Freemasons
and Marxists' who must be wiped out,
and in Tangier the Phalangists,
supporters of Franco, put up notices
encouraging Muslims to `declare war
against Jews and communism.' The

Nazi paper Der Sf#r"er later wrote
that this had been a `Jewish war'
against Christianity.
Not all Jews supported the
Intemational Brigade. American rabbis
who were members of the pacifist US
War Resisters League, Isidor Hoffroan,
Sidney Goldstein and Abraham
Cronbach and secularists like Abraham
Kaufinan and Edward Gottlieb in the
Socialist
Party
stood
against
supporting armed fighting, but raised
money for Spanish children, allowing
hundreds to be evacuated to safety.5
The Zionist movement was less
forthcoming. Though Hashomer
Hatza'ir raised a little money for
POUM, George Orwell's group, and
Histadrut, the Palestinian trade union
congress, made supportive noises,
Ha'aretz, the Tel Aviv newspaper, on
24 December
1937, denounced
American Jews for fighting in Spain
rather than coming to Palestine to
work. The late Teddy Kollek,
Jerusalem's longest-serving mayor,
never famed as a left-winger, on the
other hand said more: `The question is
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not why they went, but rather why we
didn't go as well. . . '6

The Spanish Civil War has often
been portrayed as a religious war. It is
true that the republican side were anticlerical in that they wanted a separation
of church and state, freedom of
worship, secular education and
distribution of Church lands to the
landless peasantry. The writer, Arthur
Koestler, another Civil War veteran,
remarked, `Franco does not represent
the interests of believers against the
forces that threaten religion. He
represents the interests of the Catholic
population which is Catholic and
reactionary.' This led many dedicated
Catholics to fight for the Republic,
including Eddie Jackson and Frank
Norton, both from Liveapool, both
killed at Jarama.
It would be a mistake to eulogize all
the Jews who went to Spain. Some
Russian Jews played a nasty role in the
suppression of POUM and the anarchists. Many of them, and other
Russian Brigade members, were killed
by Stalin's purges. These included
Yaakov Shmushkevitch, who organized the Republic's air force, Marcel
Rosenberg, the Russian ambassador,
and Man fred Stem, commander of the
International Brigade on the Madrid
front. Stem was accused of Zionism
and Jewish nationalism, and died in
Siberia.

Other IBers played a major role in
the Second World War. Isidor
Springer, once of Hashomer Hatzair,
was involved in the Soviet spy ring
`Red Orchestra', and others still,

including members of the Botwin
company, took part in the Warsaw
ghetto uprising.
The Republic, of course, was
defeated. Thousands of Catalans and
Republicans fled across the border to
France. Many later joined the French
resistance. Others were interned and
died
in
concentration
camps.
Republicans were also deployed as
slave labourers on Jersey, building
underground facilities. The `leader of
the Catalan regional government, Lluis
Companys was returned by the Nazis
to Franco for execution. He is buried at
Montju.1.c, the name giving the place's
Jewish origin. Meanwhile, Franco's
Blue Division fought with the Nazis on
the Russian front.
Though there was plenty evidence
of anti-Semitism on Franco's side,
thousands of Sephardim were able to
claim Spanish passports and escape the
Nazis.
To some people it is today surprising
to find so many Jews on the left. Yet

being a Jewish communist was almost
an ethnicity in its own right. Many
readers will know Amold Wesker's
play Chicken Soup with Barley.
Raphael Samuel7 also talked of how,
one after another, members of his
family joined the Communist Party including his uncle who ran a religious
bookshop in Cricklewood. When he
became political you could buy
taleisim on one side of the shop, Marx
on the other. So it was fairly natural for
London Jews Sam Masters and Nat
Cohen, cycling in France, to head
across the border to volunteer for the
Republic, even before the International
Brigade was formed. They were the
first of many.
During the Second World War, and
afterwards, some volunteers reported
distrust at them for being `premature
anti-fascists'. In Ireland, which
provided two Jewish IBers, there Was,
on the other hand, a distrust of
Catholics who fought against Franco.
Frank Edwards was told he would
never teach in a Catholic school agairL
A Jewish school employed him until
he retired.

After the war, Jewish ex-servicemen
formed the `43 Group' to fight British
fascists. But, disregarding the na.ture
of the opposition, the nearest
equivalent to Spain has been the
volunteer support for Israel's wars in
1948 and 1967. The crucial difference
is that in Spain the Jewish volunteers
were fighting for a country with which
they had no direct connection, though
the link was clear enough. In the words
of the banner of the Botwin Company
- in Polish, Yiddish and English - `For

your freedom, and ours' .
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HAUNTED BY BEING JEWISH
Nick Lambert is a young Jewisl. intellectual and scholar who gren> up in
Brondey Reform Synagogue. He did his doctoral research at the European
University in Florence. His first book, which will be published by Vallentine
Mitchell in May 2007, is a study Of Jewish intellectuals in contemporatry
Europe. In this pre-pubucedon extract firom the book, Lamberi introduces the
women and men who populate his stimuledng and unusual study.

Nick Lambert
JEWS AND EUROPE IN THE
TW7ENTY-FIRST CENTURY

- THINKING ]ErVlsH
by Nick Lambert
Vallentine Mitcbell, London 2007,
ISBN: 0 85303 760 4 cloth
and 0 85303 7612 paper,
pp.300, pb, c.£18.95

Western Jewish experience has
THE often
CIRCUMSTANCE
been a means through
OF
which to inform contemporary
discussions on group membership. So
why is it that in post-1945 Western
intellectual conversations about race,
minorities and belonging, the Jews' true
predicament in western Europe has
been so absent? And why is it that the
Jews themselves have beeri so silent
about their own condition?
This is not a work about the emancipation of the Jews of Europe, neither is
it a history of contemporary Jewry. It
is also not a book about Judaism, yet it
alludes to each of these. There is little
plot, for this is no novel, and people's
lives are not ordered thus. Instead, you
will see chapters, strewn with verbatim
quotes fi-om interviews with prominent
Jewish opinion-formers in Italy, the
Netherlands and Britain. Here, you will
find no streamlined naITative. Instead,
you will discover the complex, and
often contradictory narratives which
lurk inside the haunted life stories of
these sometimes turbulent and
emotionally-cbarged figures, all of
whom today possess roles of importance in the societies of western
Europe. What they reveal is their
imaginary historical backdrop which
extends to the dark myths of a preChristian dawn. Here unravels their
quest to identify beyond the paralneters
of Israel and the Shoah. Join me in this
journey -you will not regret it.
Although each speaker will tell you
a unique story, their chronicles overlap
to reveal variations in their remembrance of the same global events. Thus,

parallel narratives emerge between
people who are barred here from direct
discussion. As narrator, I mediate
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between them, transmuting their
thoughts from aural records into visual
ones, interpreting their spoken words
with caution, examining the recorded
interviews over late nights to ensure
their verbatim remarks appear just as
they sound. Around this, you will find
a commentary which embroiders the
timbre and personality of their remarks. In this way, the revealing
nuances of their voice and the visually
charismatic force of their body language is preserved, aspects which are
often discarded when a transcript is
compacted from the interview spool
into its two-dimensional, textual format.
Wrhile their conversations reveal the
details of their identity, a discursive

process is invoked which undeapins the
relationship between the narrator, the
speakers and the text, and between the
thinkers and their dispersed, invisible,
and often imagined community. In this
way, an inteaplay between the live
characters and the text is uncovered,
which evolves from the challenge to
define identity.
Despite their seductive and intense
personalities, as I narrate the stories in
this book, I seek to avoid being trapped
into representing a particular agenda
and therefore attempt to weave no

political maxim here. I will mention
that I am not concerned with all Euro-

pean thinkers, nor all European Jews,
nor even all Jewish thinkers, but am
attracted just by those who evince concem with their own ethnicity, and with
that of those around them. It is this
engagement and antagonism, which
affects their construction of self and
other, that interests me. I keep my
claims specific to those I interview,
and make no claims for the represen-

tativeness of these conversations, even
if some have suggested that they
crystallizebroaderprocessesunderway,
beyond the boundaries of these three
lands, where a discrete and identifiable
set of characteristics whicb are Jewish
and self-reflective may be discemable.
Here are Jews, but also women or
men, Westerners or nco-Orthodox,
conformists or unsilenceable dissenters, leftists or rightists, communal
leaders, clerics, academies, politicians,
psychiatrists or writers. At different
moments some seem to be all of these.
They have one or two Jewish parents,
one or two passports, emerge from the
multiple spaces of Europe and its
nation-states, and are (un)comfortably
attached to Israel and to a past or
present cosmopolitan universe. Sometimes they speck in several languages,
demonstrating, to best effect, twelve
tribes cast into Exile, revealing the
struggle to verbalize their competing
positions as Jews who perform on both
sides of the stage of the gentiles (as,
and as not), but also from within the
new ghettos of the Jews, pitting themselves, more than sporadically, against
each other. Some are inclined to prod
their much-loved Jewish friends, who
are also interviewed. Others prefer to
attack much-hated Jewish enemies. In
this way, they speak of whom they do

not know, of whom they have heard, of
Jews to whom they cannot talk, those
to whom they will not divulge anything,
members of their people they refuse to
know, yet imagine they understand
already. I do not promise peace.

Yet even where their attitudes
mutually differ, the themes are common, and bind them to their imagined
community. Paul Mendes-Flohr once
remarked that intellectualism is a
quality of thought, and not a function
of intelligence per se, as it is apparent
only in individuals who exhibit a
particular focus to their thinking.
Quoting Peter Gay, he lamented that
most discussions about Jewish intel1ectuals are impressionistic and have a

tendeney to mystify, by treating such
figures as sefz. ez.gfebo. Intriguingly,

what resonates, in the early parts of
this book, is the notion that the Jews
tliemselves are unique, a concept
which, nonetheless, takes a sharp
battering, hiding within itself, some
will claim, a multitude of sinful and
uninformed perspectives. No one here
minces their words.
What emerges is a liaison between
personal and collective memory, a
snapshot of identity captured at a
specific moment in the political
dynamic of Europe, during the early
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years of the twenty-first century. In
this way, the work has become a part
of the past, its narrative bound to the
histories which formulate it.
I sent the extracts I wished to cite to
the thinkers in late 2006, and noticed
the attempt to remove glimpses of their
private, intimate reflections, which
they had earlier revealed to me.
Marranism, by which I mean the selfconscious inclination to hide aspects
ofone' s identity from public view, now
crept into some of their revised comments. What had changed in this brief
period which had caused them to become more circumspect in their

proclamations? Was it the continued
battles between the Jewish denominations, the 7/7 explosions or that most
recent of wars between Israel and
Lebanon, perhaps? Did they now
anticipate worsened times ahead for
the Jews of Europe? Yet instead of
discarding them, I kept some of their
scrunched-up thoughts, rendered them
anonymous, and added their new
reflections, noting that it is often the
quality of the thought, not the status of
the thinker, which resonates.
But unease often emerged sooner.
Following the end of our original
discussions, some had looked hurried
and nervous. There had been an
incomplete element to their departure.
It was as if they had sensed they were
about to be separated from something
into which they had placed elements of
themselves, aspects which they might
never see again (for some, this would
not be the first time). Common were
the shifts in body language during their
interviews, the stressful facial
expressions, the uncomfortable chair
movements, paused breaths and
unexpected breaks in conversation,
always followed by their attempt to reimpose control, A small number spoke
directly of their traumatic experiences,
without expressing a change of body
language, and recounted horrific
narratives as if these were ordinary
events, without any of the emotion
evident in the discourse of their
counterparts. By and large, these were
figures who bad spoken of the most
troubling aspects of their lives in public
already. In contrast, some of the most
openly troubled were those thinkers
who said they had avoided confronting
the worst aspects of their lives, often
even in private. And if they had
confronted these aspects before, they
told me, they had most certainly never
divulged their thoughts in public
before. For such people it was often a
painful process. Many described our
discussions
as
preferable
to
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counselling, for they attached to it none
of the stigma they associated with the
therapist's chair. I now see that such
single three hour meetings may leave
untied ends, both for the respondent
and the interviewer.
A technique for interviewees who
were initially uncomfortable displaying their private emotions in public was
to speak of wearing a `mask' and
conversing in the third person. Later,
they found mask-wearing tiresome,
and gradually revealed more of themselves, representing this as though it
were a relief. Yet it simultaneously
rendered their identity more vulnerable
to scrutiny, and they sometimes defused
a sudden and overwhelming sense of

panic by portraying the evolving interview experience as a private dialogue,
which would only be revealed to the
public some time later, by which time
its impact, they anticipated, would be
lessened.

In their acts of defence, deference
and defiance, I disclose their hitherto
under-articulated political ambition, as
they reveal a fragmented and intermittent inclination to bask in the shallow
waters of communal notoriety, as
por/elf-pcrro/elf of a dispersed nation.
At times, their thoughts are projected
as if from within the protective gates
of a unified people. At other moments,
they retreat across the river, to escape
the rickety scaffolding of Jewish communal organization, fleeing into the
rebellious hinterland, throwing the
shadow and the light, but never reveal
all of its form. Shrouding themselves
in mystery, they incline to occasional
bouts of revelatory openness. Yet after
seconds of uninhibited frankness, they
become silent, for a danger, imaginary
or real, to themselves or to others -

who can say? - is thought to have
surfaced. It is as if they have said too
much to someone they hardly know,
and pre-empt further probing by indicating that the subject is off-limits, but
often return, of their own volition, to
the same theme later. Although, where
requested, private memories are left
private, the mass of texts, which appear

in this book, expose the respondents.
They are replete with profound and
impassioned
monologues,
often
launched towar.ds the end of the three
hour conversation. Many, it seems,
have a pent up need to speak out. After
seven years of research, I see now how
their words have changed my life. They
will change yours, too.
The thinkers' reactions to reading
their extracts provided me with almost
as much insight into their minds as
their formal interviews did,.and I have
thus chosen to reveal some of these.
Here are comments from one
prominent Dutch Jewish communal
leader, whom we shall meet
extensively in the book; `Nynke':
I have to be sure that all I have said
will not ruin my work here for Israel.
I now see it is of so much more
importance than I realized vyhen we
talked . . . I can't sleep . . . Sometimes
I panic when I think what will happen to the interview ... I do hope

you understand, but everything I
believe originates fi.om my love for
Judaism and Israel. So many questions. . . I will be nervous until after

you have published your book ... It
is much too emotional. I talk about

other people. I ham maybe nonJews who don't understand what I
am saying. . . I camot imagine it was
useful to you... It is not good for

me, it is not good for you, and
especially not for Israel and Judaism
. . . I am at such a crossing point in
my thinking about Judaism and
Israel that I don't do anyone good to
have these things out in the open. . . I
am on the verge of a nervous breakdown now after reading your
transcript. I will be fired imlnediately when this is published.
Besides, I don't think it says anything. The whole interview can be
done in four lines: about ire finding a
new relationship with Judaism. Who
is interested in that? And then I am
not even such a big public figure...
But as we shall see, the Jewish devil
lurks in the detail and rarely escapes.
George Steiner once remarked that to
speak to Jews on Jewish themes was to
court offence and rebuke, for we are
not, he said, a people of dialogue,
adding that we overhear each other's
monologues, glorying in the fact that
our tongues are still alive - and al)Ie fo
interrupt. That says it all. Expect no
censor here. Welcome to JewisL
anarchy twenty-first centiiry-style DR NICK LAMBERT z.s j7cr#c7c7z.v Roffochz.jz

Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Histor]; at
Royal Holloway, University Of London` Contact
dr.nick@hotmail.co.uk
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RAISING HOPES

F

OR SOREONE INVOLVED IN
Jewish Journeys, where we try to

get to grips with the big issues in
the various narratives of the Jewish
people by visiting the places where
these stories were acted out, the
questionarises:Howdoweprepare?By
doing the reading necessary to deepen
the story we are about to encounter.
Because of the events of the twentieth
century, Jewish travel is travel where
we visit people who are no longer there,
buildings which, if they have survived,
are now being used for very different
purposes, sites which we look at
through unique lenses as if what they
are when we first look at them is merely
a Christo wrap - which needs to be
removed to enable us to see what is
really there. One of the phrases which
comes to my mind as I visit the cities
ofEuropefromBerlintoCordoba,from
Rome to Vilna, with members of our
communities, is that we are looking at
a shadow history of Europe, a history
which darkens the continent with
streaks of a very different light, a filter
through which the brightness of the
midday sun is never clear of a layer of
threatening clouds.
The books which I read in

preparation for our Greek Jewisli
Adventure in the autumn of last year
illuminated exactly what this shadow
is all about.
Bea Lewkowicz's

77ze

./ewz.sfe

Community of Salonica: History,
A4le77zor);, Jde7zZz.ty is a book about

memory. It is a book about what people
carry with them when the physical has
been all but eradicated. By the time the
Germans left Salonica, they had
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Julian Resnick
JEVISH RESISTANCE IN
WARTIME GREECE
by Steven Bowman
Vallentine Mitchell, London, 2006,
ISBN 0 85303 598 9, pp.240,
pb, £19.95

THE JEVISH COMMUNITY
OF SALONIRA
by Bea Lewkowicz
Vallentine Mitchell, London, 2006,
ISBN 0 85303 580 6,

pp.296, pb, £20.00

managed to destroy most of the physical
presence of the once extraordinary
community of Greek Jews who had in
some ways been the ethnic group
which determined the character of this
city. Most synagogues are no longer
synagogues, other Jewish communal
buildings have also lost their purpose,
and one needs to look very carefully as
one trips gaily across the lawns of the
university to pick out the perimeter of
the Old Jewish Cemetery. Even the
most iconic symbol of Jewish presence
in this city, the port, has lost its once
powerful Jewish character.
The book is a wonderful tool to
create the demographic backdrop of a
visit to this lovely city. The element of
the Jewish ghosts one encounters if
you look just closely enough, like the
Hebrew date on a. large building on a
main thoroughfare, is at the centre of
this work.
Steven Bowman's book, ./ewz.sfe

Resistance in Wartime Greece, is a, bit
tedious for this casual student of
history and goes into the type of detail
which is clearly attractive to the
academic community alone. He does
tell a startling story of great heroism
set in the most dramatic of settings in
the most neutral tone possible. That is
wonderful for those who find dry facts
appealing, but not for someone who
loves a great story filled with drama
and emotion.
My great compliment to him must
be that this book inspired us to take the
participants in our Greek Jewish
Adventure to Volos and thence up to
the extraordinarily beautiful heights of
Mount Pilio where some of the great
stories of the resistance and the Jews
are set. On one of the more spectacular
days in terms of natural beauty that I
have encountered on our many Jewish
Journeys across Europe, we set off
from Larrisa - once home to our Rabbi
of this Journey, Rabbi Simon Franses
of Middlesex New Synagogue - on the
plain of Tllessaly and headed down to
the coastline for the small town of
Volos. A pretty, if ordinary coastal
town with a very special story to it. A
story fllled with remarkable people, a
rabbi, an orthodox priest of great
character and moral fibre and many
decent human beings.
Towering above Volos lies Mount
Pilio. To complete the story of the
resistance and the saving of many Jews
from destruction at the hands of the
Nazis we began to ascend the mountain
gasping both at the beauty as it
unfolded below us on a perfect day and
at the hairpin bends which our driver
negotiated with great enthusiasm and
at times almost gay abandon. At the
top, little villages, the perfect setting
for telling the story in a way a little
different from the approach taken by
Bowman. But I am sure he would have
forgiven us, especially if we had invited
him to sit down with us as we lunched
on the balcony of a wonderful Greek
restaurant overlooking the bay of volos.
Two very different books. Not light
bedside reading nor for the casual
traveller. But, as a means of
illuminating an incredible story, I can
recommend both. And here is the last
recommendatictn. Read them and
others like them in conjunction with
one of our Jewish Journeys .
JIJL:IAN RESNICK is the Director Of the Living
Judaism Initiative Of the Movement for Reform
Judaism. One Of the successful initiatives of
Living Judaism over the past f irve years has been
Jewish Jou}.I'ieys: Jewish travel with a difference.

For irformation about upcoming Journeys,
email annie.s immons@roformjudaism. org.uk
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PLUNGING TO THE HEART

`NI

THING IN THIS BLOODY

|`#ceew£§paescito:P£:bareeridkbs:'i
exclaims deep into the novel. He is quite
right. 4 Pcz/eszz.7ce j4jj7rc7z.r is a thriller

romance set in 1924 British Mandate
Palestine. Jonathan Wilson has taken
two historical events. The first is the
commission to London Jewish artist
David Bomberg to paint Palestine. The
second is the murder of the ultraorthodox Jew Jacob De Haan. Both took
place in 1924. In Wilson's fictionalised
version, Mark Bloomberg, a Jewish

artist from the East End of London,
moves to Jerusalem with his American
wife, Joyce. His once-promising career
is on the wane. His once passionate
marriage is .dying. And before the new
residents can unpack, an ultra-orthodox
Jew, named here De Groot, bursts into
their garden, desperately clutches
Bloomberg, and dies, murdered. All in
the first chapter.
Bloomberg was, in fact, an unwitting
witness; `a flurry of activity a hundred
and fifty yards below him. . . Were they
struggling? Making love? Bloomberg
couldn't tell.' Passion and struggle are
at the heart of this novel. There is an
element of `who dunnit' as Chief
Inspector Kirsch investigates the case
and gets intimately tied up with one of
the witnesses. But the sex and violence
in this novel are sideshows. The sex
scenes are summarily passed over, the
first one glossed with recognition that
`it was unsatisfying for her, he knew'.
Instances. of violence are similarly
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Benji Stanley
A PALESTINE AFFAIR
by Jonathan Wilson
Five Leaves Publications,
Nottingham, 2007,
ISBN 978190551219 5

pp.257, pb, £7.99

abrupt and uncelebrated. Jonathan
Wilson, speaking at Jewish book week,
remarked that `for those who are aware
of the historical basis of the novel, the
"who dunnit" is known'. So a romance

thriller in which the mystery is known
and the romance unsatisfactory? The
greatest thrill of this novel is that it is
not what it seems. It penetrates to
existential passion and strife. The
trappings of a thriller are just a
disguise.

The Zionists. They are "who
dunnit". It should make uncomfortable
reeling. A Palestine Affair ±s partly
based on the `assassination' of Jacob
De Haan who was killed for his
articulate and increasingly high-profile
opposition to the secular Zionist
establishment. When the assassin was
tracked down some sixty odd years

later he remained proud and beyond
the reach of justice: Avraham Tehomi
explained `1 have no regrets because
he - De Haan - wanted` to destroy our
whole idea of Zionism.' The murder
was allegedly sanctioned by none other
than the Hagganah leader Yitzhak Ben-

Zvi who later became the second
president of Israel. So the 1990s

premier Yitzhck Rabin was not the first
Jew to be killed by another for political
reasons. The De Haan case is less
talked about because it is far mol.e
difficult to know how to react. It is a
little embarrassing. A Prime Minister
for Peace is murdered by a
fundamentalist settler who has been
told by his Rabbi, or by God that Rabin
is fair game. Response? It is a blot on
Jewish history. One from which we
must learn. Never should a Jew strike
another Jew. We must wan the path of
peace, more determined and more
united. The founders of our state
murder another Jew because his
political opinions make him fair game
- `1 have no regrets'. Response...
possibly the letters pages of A4:4NZ\LH.

The book is alive with challenging
political parallels to our conteinporary
world. It should be compulsory reading
for all political fanatics who cannot see
the wood for the trees. That may
include all of us. It offers distance and
ambiguity. The murder of De Groot is
all the more morally seductive for De
Groot' s Rabbi sounds like a fully paidup member of the extremist Neturei
Karta - `separate yourselves fi.om this
evil community of Zionists' he warns.
Modern parallels abound. There is Cthe
smugness of the British, bad enough in
England... unbearable here'. Arabs
abusing their power, frightening a
young Arab prisoner into thinking that
continued on next page
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he will be shot before pointing to a
Jew, and laughing, `we'd rather shoot
him'. A feeling, regarding the ultraOrthodox, who still get out of serving
in the Israeli Defence Force, that `we
protect them from the Arabs and in
return they tell us that we're
blasphemers and infldels'. And, there
is glib advocacy of Israel by some
single-minded American characters `that's who was doing most of the
shooting, the. . . Arab police'.

But Jonathan Wilson did not set out
to write a historical allegory but to go
back in time and `trace the historical
ramifications of the period'. He
succeeds. The parallels are interesting
for their subtle open-endedness. Tbe
ramifications of the period are
compelling. In real-life, back in 1924,
Moshe Belinson, the publicist of .a
Labour movement magazine, wrote of
the De Haan killing, `the flag of our
movement must not be tarnished...
Blood always takes revenge and if you
walk down this path once, you do not
know where it would lead you.' We
are still walking down this path, and on
an interesting deviation, De Haan's
memory has been adopted by the gay
community. He had an active zeal for
Arab boys.
The book excels in capturing th.e
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dynamic between uncertain times and
uncertain people. There is not a simple
historical backdrop but a feel for the
reality of hi`story in the thoughts and
acts of fictional characters. Joyce,
Bloomberg's wife, a non-Jew who is
nevertheless a passionate Zionist
activist, is a `chameleon' embracing a
political cause like a new lover. She
expects to find `orchids to be planted
or songs to be sung with needy

children' but finds instead crates of
guns. She zips with admirable energy
from interest to interest before
finding, like the nightmare of a
Sunday morning depression turned
true, a brick wall that allows for no
more passion. Chief Inspector Kirsch,
a London Jew, is unsure where he
belongs, while Bloomberg `held

the ineffectual thoughts of others and
constitute the shortest sentence in the
novel: `I'm sony.'

It is Bloomberg's affair with the
desert that suddenly gives him, and the
Trovct, a, now v±goNI . A Palestine Af fair
is still a sad novel. It flirts with action
and suspense, but also death and
despondency. Deep down, in difficult
moments, when it is inconvenient or

hurtful, how much do we really feel. a
connection to any person or place? The
most passionate love affair can eerily
merge into the mundane matters of
everyday life.
A Palestine Affair ±s 13old a.nd
unsettling. Don't be fooled by `the
romantic thriller' tag or the label of
historical fiction. Beneath the lines of
a romance thriller Jonathan Wilson has

allegiance to no place oth`.er than the
tiny area, indoors or outdoors, where
he set up his easel'. Wilson is most

created a work that plunges to the heart
of the present, while offering some
enlightening distance. Shelley, in 4

powerful in transporting us beyond
hectic Jerusalem into the throbbing
profundity of the desert. Bloomberg
sits in the heat, painting Petra. He
contemplates a mausoleum constructed
beautifully `as if death were the finest
thing'. The desert washes its silence
over him. Ivhen he is visited in his
isolated tent and told sad news he
produces two words that penetrate all

De/e#ce o/Poetry argued that `a man,
to be greatly good, must imagine
intensely and comprehensively; he
mustputhimselfintheplaceofanother
a,nd of rr\z.ny others' . A Palestine Afflair

may help I
BENJI STAINLEY is Leadership Coordinator
at RSY-Netzer, the Zionist Youth Movement for
Reform Judaism. He studied English at Lady
Margaret Hall, Oxford University.
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William Wolff
immediate moment was asked by

THE the
BIG
Jewish
QUESTION
Chronicle: How
OF Jewish
THE
is David Miliband? Even though
Miliband has chickened out of a battle
with Gordon Brown for the Labour
leadership, he has still got a future at the
top of the Labour hierarchy, for a little
while anyway. So the question remains.
But the answer the JC gave was pointless:
More Jewish than Disraeli. In a practical
sense it was also wrong. For Benjamin
Disraeli, though his father Isaac took him
to a church font to be baptised, had a deep
commitment to his Jewish roots. He even
did in the 19th century that essentially
21 st century Jewish thing, and spent a gap
period in Israel, then still wholly
Palestine. Whether Miliband has ever
been to Israel is not known -he certainly
does not talk about it. Never mind that
his violinist wife is not Jewish - in my
bookyoucanbeaheavilycommittedJew
even with a non-Jewish partner. Miliband
is not. He never goes to synagogue or to
any other Jewish event or institution.
Yes, he has a Jewish mother and that
makes him halachically Jewish. But
without a personal commitment that
halachic situation is meaningless. If I
were still around, I would, if asked, have
to bury him. Except that his nearest and
dearest would want neither levaye nor
shiva.

So how Jewish is David Miliband?
For all practical purposes, not .by one
slice of smoked salmon.

*

RECENTI,Y TOOK AN U-BAIIN TO
the Jewish Hospital in Berlin to have
instruments shoved up and down
every opening in my body to make sure I
was really, really OK. And after five days
of this they decided that I was. In the odd
hour without any `:scopies" I wandered
around the corridors and found that this
Jewish hospital also had a chaplain who
conducted three shacharit services a
week. Both chaplain and services were
strictly Refom. Lutheran Reform.

I

i`t

hit Naomi Alderman was the fact
THE [hat
HEADY
her first
SURPRISE
novel captured
THAT
the
critics , was serialised on Radio 4 and won
a sales boosting award for first writers.
My happy surprise when I picked up
the paperback of Disobedience was her
signature on the title page. Fame had not

yet gone to her head and it was still just
legible as far as Nao... and Alder .... and
the rest I could guess.
My sad confession is that three weeks
on I have yet to get beyond page 6. On

page one the festival of Simchat Torah is
aheady over before the end of September
- how often does that happen in any
decade? - and a voice is described as
``rich and clear as red kiddush wine".

Cheap Palwin rich and clear? On the
second page the "Bais HaMikdash" in
Jerusalem is mentioned, without
explanation (it is the Temple that was
burnt down 1937 years ago). On page 3 a
"d`var Torah" is mentioned, equally

"You don't have to pay your fees any

more" I shouted to myself -and by then
they were quite stiff, and my income
was modestly rabbinic. As I said the first
of the Hallel festival psalms, I cancelled
my standing order.
So I am not in the least bothered about
the recent NUJ Resolution demanding a
boycott of Israeli goods. The Union has
always been run by doctrinaire left
wingers who have had no influence on
day to day journalism. And riost
journalists will do as I did throughout
my 30 years membership -shrug off the
resolution and continue to buy Hass
avocado and Jaffa oranges.
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without explanation. On page 4 the Rav
bows low during ``modim", and the
"aron" was opened a little later. All this
is fine for the cognoscenti within the
shtiebels and the Adas Yisroel orthodox
community of Hendon. But they are
hardly the most assiduous buyers of
paperback novels. To most of those wbo
are, it is totally incomprehensible.
Which raises the final puzzle. How on
earth did it manage to scale the bestseller peak?

OR 30 UNIIAPPY YEARS I WAS
a member of the National Union of
Journalists . I had to be. It was my
meal ticket. Many papers, including the
Daily Minor where I worked for 13 years,
were "closed shops", meaning you had
to join the union, otherwise you could not
work there.
When I ran a department on the
Mirror, the Jewish and Marxist "father
of the Chapel `` -that's what they called
branch chairmen - would march into my
offlce once a fortnight, unamounced and
with a bodyguard of minions. He came
to charge me with yet another heinous
offence against union rules. With just a
bit of guile and a lot of God's grace, I
managed to avoid expulsion.
On the London "Evening News" the
Chapel regularly called unscheduled and
disruptive meetings - in the end they
managed to kill the paper. At the end of
every meeting a resolution was passed.
Never unanimously. There was always

F

one dissentient vote.
On the one occasion

when,
unaccountably, the vote was unanimous,
the "father" could not believe it. Before
he finally accepted the vote, he looked
round and asked "Where is Willy." Willy
was in his place, but had an off day.
Then came Margaret Thatcher. And
to some of us card carrying union
members, she became the Redeemer.
One day I suddenly woke up to the fact
that she had abolished the closed shop.

glasses, read the page again, and

IBLINKED,
shouted "What?"
ADJUSTED
There it stood,
MY
immovable as Big Ben: "Professor Daniel
Friedmann has been appointed Israel's
Minister of Justice."
Professor Who is Darmy my cousin,
or rather married to my cousin Elisheva.
She and I are chips off the same PolishPrussian mongrel block, and she is the
only woman in the world whose every
word I obey, sometimes. And I have
known Danny since he came to London
45 years ago, newly married to Elisheva
with a grant in his account to do
postgraduate work at the London School
of Economics. And now he is yanked
out of leisurely. retirement for the sole
purpose, it seemed to me, of giving to
my pedestrian family its first ministerial

limo and the yichus - the halo - that
comes with the chauffeur.
"You know, of course, that the new
minister ofjustice is a cousin of mine," I
casually let drop to the first person I
meet.

"What? That terrible man. He wants

to abolish the Supreme Court."
Undeterred, I try again with the next
fi.iend. "Did you know that the new
minister. . . "

"What? That dreadful man. I'd keep

quiet about it. He wants to get rid .... "
"Are you alright," I ask Elisheva as I

ring her before Pesach. "Yes," she says,
"but poor Damy has got to be up before
six every morning."

And at ten every morning, the
Supreme Court is still sitting. h apite of
my dreadful cousin - by marriage, of

course I
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF z.s ffae regr-oHciJ
rabbi in North East Germc[ny. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained al Leo Baeck College, c[nd
started in the rabbinate as an assistcmt to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogile.

THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOF} JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80, East End Boad, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for Beform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Sternberg Centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library, bookshop, the Strudel Caf6.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE

VISION:CREATING A NEW VISION

Leo Baeck College are delighted to welcome
Rabbi Naamah Kelman.

FOR JEWISH LEADERSHIP

May 6th -Thursday 10th May 2007
We are delighted to welcome Rabbi Naamah Kelman.
Rabbi Naanah Kelman is a descendent of 10
generations of rabbis, becoming the first woman to be
ordained by the Hebrew Union College in 1992. Born
and raised in New York, she has lived in Israel since
1976; where she has worked in community organizing

Jewish education. Naamah Kelman has been
intensely involved in the emerging education system
of the Israeli Movement for Progressive (Reform)
Judaism.
THE WEEKLY SHIUR
Tuesday 8th May 11.15am -12.45pm.

The Tenth Plague and the Breaking of Pharaoh's Heart
Tuesday 8th Ivlay 1 :45pm -3.00pm
First Fruits: The Evolving Story of Shavuot

Wednesday 9th May 10.00am -12.00pm
The Construction of Meaning in Rituals and Prayer
Wednesday 9th May 1.30pm-3.30pm
Current Events in Israel and How We Deal With Them
in our Teaching

Wednesday 9th Ivlay 4:30pm - 6.00pm
Teaching Tefilah For Young Children

Leo Baeck College Summer Institute
lvlonday 2nd July -Wednesday 4th July 2007

Our Questions
How do we create community in a world permeated by
individuality?

What is distinctive about Jewish leadership?
What is my leadership style?
How do we lead with others?
How can I develop a strategic approach for my work
with the Jewish commu.nity?

Join us for the first ever Leo Baeck College Summer
Institute designed for those working with and for
Jewish organisations and communities or those
seeking to do so in the future.
For further information contact Rabbi Dr Michael Shire
Tel: 020 8349 5603 Email: info@lbc.ac.uk

THE JEWS OF SOUTH AFRICA
The English Connection
This small exhibition examines the many and varied
links between the Jewish communities of England
and South Africa, and was produced by the Mendel
Kaplan Jewish Institute, Cape Town University, to
celebrate the 350th anniversary of the readmission
of the Jews to England. Tel: 020 8349^1143

Thursday 10th Ivlay 10.00pm -12.00pm
Current Issues in Jewish Feminism

JEWISH MUSEUM
FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOP:
RESEARCH YOUR FAMILY ROOTS

Thursday 10th May 1.30pm -3.30pm
Shavuot Through History

Sunday 10th June 2007 4pm-6pm
These workshops offer a fantastic opportunity to
consult standard texts, swap information and get
advice from experts. Tel: 020 83491143

You are welcome to attend any or all sessions,
Tel: 020 8349 5620
BUDAPEST JEWISH JOURNEY

Two Cities, One River: One Great Jewish Journey
14 -17th June 2007
Join us on a visit to Budapest, a stylish city with a
fascinating Jewish story. One of the great cities of
Europe, Budapest is also a great
destination for a long weekend. This is the most
delightful time of the year to visit this grand central
European city. Tel:020 8349 5646
Email: annie.simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE SHIUR
Spring Semester 2007 Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
Themes from the book of Genesis Study the Torah
with the finest teachers and students.
Tel: 020 8349 5604
LUNCHTIME RECITAL -THURSDAY
Date to be announced: Tel: June 020 8349 5724

The Strudel Cafe open from 8.30am - 5.30pm
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